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Greetings,

This is to in,o,.,,, You that your ••Mcic•s on the Student Faas
ha•a b•en ta""'natad, effective ,_di•t•ly.
I thank You <or Your •••ist•nce on th•t co-ttee. How,n,er, in light
or tha ••cent d•ve10-nt, conc••ning the Stud•nt Go•••-•t,
it nee••••,:,, to ••o•••ni•e thi• •nd ••••••l oth•• '"'""'''••• on campu,,.
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Responses
'to forum

Just some thoughts on the last
issue of the Print re:"forum ."
F "r s , I extend kudos to Mr. Richardson for his kind words on us
(N !SC) students. It's cool to see
something nice, for a change.
Unfortunately, Abby Poster's
"our crowd" (anyone ever heard
of THAT orie before?) retort to
the bomb policy article left me
wondering not only about her student status, but whether or not she
even got the point of the whole
thing.
Ken
D avis'
relevant
"bomb" protest was well-written ,
with enough bite to grab hold of
the right people (I hope it did).
Abby - which committee did you
say you were on?
And as for the "Thanks for the
clip" -what's your gripe? I didn't
even get a paper clip; you sure you
got one ... ? But I did get a coup!e
of nice N 's which, if someone will
recognize the big one o ne of the se
days should get me a ride to
school.
But what really blew my mind,
Miss(?) Rappoport is that -now
did I get it right- you're ashamed
of the education you're getting?
Really? So you're 37, so wfiat? All
the more reason for appreciating
the opportunity after spending
some years out in the big, bad
world without the education . You
should be proud of yourself. But
then I'm lecturing, and l '~ only an
under 30-er, and what do'! know?
At least do Northeastern Rides
a favor, O .K.? Try using your N
again (subtly-you don' t have to
run it up the flag pole); it wasn't a
perfect idea, maybe, but at least it
was a working idea!

Scott Roudebush
Correction:
Last week the PRINT stated the
Abby Poster was not a full time student. This is incorrect. The PRINT
would also like to acknowledge the
fact that it is Mrs. Poster and not
Miss.

Comment on
Harralson
PSSST! Don't look now but
there is an experiment going on.
That's right! Mr. Harral son is
making intuitive' leaps all ov~r the
place especially in the cafetena .. .
groan. You see, poor Mr. Harralson has been burdened with the
problem of turning the c~fete_ria
and it's food into something hke
Mom's . LBJ had Vietnam, Harralson has the cafeteria.
Don't the other schools have the
same problem? They did, but then
concluded that if no one in a college community was experienced
in food service they would allow
professionals to handle it. By the
way what experience does Dr.
Dachs or Mr. Harralson in food
service? Harralson (lest we forget)
gave us those new tables in the
cafeteria. Although last September, 1969 anyone could have told
you we needed more seats and tables and not new ones .

If a professional catering outfit
came in we could tell them what to
serve, when to serve it, and how
much to charge. Then we could
discuss the profit split and if we
were truly in a community spirit
put our profit back into the costs
and lower the prices even further!
You see colleges are a rare prize
for caterers and vending companies because they are very profitable. A main source of revenue
for them would be so called impulse items : ice cream, candy,
cigarettes, potato chips, etc. while
at the same time being able to offer
a low cost high quality lunch or
dinner. Even a five cent seven
ounce cup of coffee is possible.
Why doesn't our college do
that ? I thought you would never
ask . The main reason: FEAR. Yes
indeedee, right here in River City!
The admi ni stration probably feels
that if big bad profit-crazed business men were to handle the cafeteria they wouldn't get their Friday
afternoon coffee a nd rolls brought
up to their plu sh offices. We are
paying fifteen -cents for coffee and
up to a dollar and a half for lunch
because we are afraid a catering
outfit won't be attentive to "our"
needs.
But good ole Harral son can (if
we let him) trimester after trime ster improve the quality of food and
service by giving us brand new
rubber tables to play'with.
About this time my regrettable
scholastic record is being reviewed
and Lt. Flood is looking for my
car. In the last two years most of
us have observed several periods
of acute cafeteria discontent only
to have the momentum subside because of trimester breaks o r because half-hearted grandstand
plays by student "leaders" (witness 'the Greenberg-Byron farce) ·
make constructive action look impossible.
Most certainly Jean Koob will
recommend a committee, fOstudy
the "recent" problem which means
no immediate action or a watered
down solution two years from
now. I recommend we
short-circuit the customary mode
of progress and have a meeting of
those interested in a change.
What we need are concerned individuals to meaningfully air the
problem within the community ,
create teams to canvas other colleges and universities for their solution and YOU to back us up.
M. Hares hi

An
ope n
le tter

where Marxism is obviously relevant but even when it comes to Syntax reasonable poeple may disSir:
·
agree. Rationalistic theories such ·
The quality of the PRINT as a
as Chomsky's have little in comcollege paper leaves something to mon with Marxism but the same
be desired .
cannot be said about such theories
The main flaw of the paper is the as Whorfs_
manner in which the articles are
Music: Marxists have written a
written. Only a few students know lot about music. See e. g. A.
precisely what the PRINT is _talkHauser The Social History of Art,
ing about. It would be helpful 1f t~e passim, but especially Vol. 3,
rest of the student body were let m pp 79-84.
on the secret.
Math : Yes, even Math! See D . J .
Jim Hansen Struik, "Marx and Mathematics",
Scienc·e and Society, Vol. 12,
# I (1948) .
Of course all of this is nit-picking . We all agree that Marx's central contribution to all field s of
knowledge is the realization that
"the very same men who establish
the social relations in conformity
with material productivity, produce also principles, ideas and
Dear Jack:
categories in conformity with the
Your letter "My Kind of ·social relations. Thus these ideas,
People" was quite a masterful put- these categories are as little eternal
on but so subtle that no one among as the relations they express. They
the many people I talked to got it. are historical and transitory proPlease allow me to explain that you ducts. There is a continual moveintended to put the opposition in a ment of growth in productive
state of euphoria by means of false forces, of destruction in social
flattery while at the same time you relations, of formation in ideas ."
pursued your usual role of a~itator.
(The Poverty of Philosophy)
First you say the protesting stuFinally, when you praise the acdents don't bother to inquire who complishments of "your kind of
the people are. Some will be then people", your skill in cyn ical
comforted into thinking that these double entendre knows no bounds.
students are very dumb while t~e You praise them "for playin_g their
true implication of your remark 1s
student role as expected". Not for
that the students do not make such their love of learning, mind you,
inquiries because they a·re the not even for doing their duty, but
people.
for playing their rold. Y ou sure
The n you a ttack such epithets as know how to damn with faint
"fascist pigs". I read this to mean praise! You also say that they
that the students should take on fas- learn what they have to learn (in
cist people rather than pigs and I order to pass the exam, of course)
quite heartily agree .
Tinply1ng thus that they skip what
Furthermore I admire your dipis interesti ng , c hallenging o r conlomatic skill in _temporarily controversial. In short they learn
ceding to the kaffeeklatsch pundits ·
.
that Marxism is not relevant to nothing.
I am ecstatic about the statisBiology of Populations, Syn~ax,
Music, and Math while appropnat- tics you invented: " 98 percent of
ing for Marxism such juicy plums our students want and need to
as History, Anthropology, Eco- know how their academic expernomics·, Sociology, . PhilosoI?hY, iences here can become fruitful
Politics, Literature, Educat10n, and useful in . the off-campus
Psychology. That should be world". How about the other 2%?
enough Marxism to give almost Don't they need to know? Or do
their practice in or outside the es- anyone an indigestion but some they in fact already know that
tablished institutions . I don't un- stronger stomachs might reproach these academic experiences are
derstand very much heavy political ·
indeed useless. Let's hope that
analysis but I do have some beliefs you for conceding far too much:
which are very subjective and Biology of Populations: Of course the 98% don't find this out. I also
therefore irrational. I believe that you and I know about Engels' Th_e appreciate y~ur warning to "the
d ·
Dialectics of Nature and Anti- instructor who has lost himself in
people are good and enjoy omg Dohring but let's not talk a!>°ut
good, and should be about attempt- them, for the sake of compromise.
Richardson
ing to insure that no harm come to
f
C
Syntax: You are quite care u 1 not
any person anywhere. . razy to concede Historical Linguistics continued on page 8
ramblings but enJoyable Just the ;:._:.:..:_.:..:,.:___ _ _ __ __:_ _____________ _ _ _
1
same. Confront injustice, it ain't
gonna go away by itself.

The mans been saying the radical - liberal - college student - commie_ hippie people are the cause ?f
all the problems man! Can you dig
that! What B.S. Us hip freed up
groovy people know _it is the upper
class - elite - estabhshment - war
mongering - brook bro~her suited
bourgeois that are causmg all the
hassels what do they think we are
stupid?
We know that the people hate
rhetoric can you dig that the people
hate rhetoric. The people don't dig
it. Far out???
If anyone is still reading this an_d
hasn 't lost their lunch or _ their
cap ab i I i t y to think _c_ongratulations. M_uch of all yoht1cal
discussion in this country 1s caught
up in a generalizing rhetoric that
involves a lot of words and few
thoughts. The so called left as well
as the so called right and every section in between rarely presents the
issues· without some type of political jargoning which may have emotional appeal but little else . If one
views the present political st ructured society as corrupt, th en
doesn't the solution lie somewhere
in the realm of what many would ,
call a moral restructuring of the
operating ethics of this society?
What solution is there to a rac 1s!
society? A society that abuses its
sick , aged and uneducat~d? . A
society that knowingly kills mnocent people every day on the belief . that their "ism" is not as good
as ours. I wish I could believe that
by replaci ng one system with another that we could guarantee that
the people who lived in _the new
system would be better humans
because of it. Just as new clothes
and make-up do little for a ~.9rpse,
one can not · expect a new political-economic system to do much
for a deceased state. People are
down on religion and I believe
rightfully so -when one sees and
hears the many unreligious practices of the established religions.
Just as the words this country
were founded on are something
to believe in, if they were or are
ever realized, so are the words
of the religious figures beautiful.
Unfortunately one sees little of

Joseph Paul

A pat on
the hack(?)

I would like to congratulate the
present PRIN T staff for . the ~reat
Dear Editor:
job they're doing on this trimesA heavy far out open letter to all ter's paper. There have been times
hip free liberated unspoile? revolu- . in the past fall and winter trimester
tionary brothers and sisters of that I would just as soon have pickNISC, the USA,. the world and ed up a comic book as a copy of the
PRI NT. But now I really enjoy
the cosmic empire.
The time is now ... dig it? So reading our town crier. Why I just
let's get it together, man! The mili- wait with baited breath for every
tary - industrial - rip off - capital- week's issue ... Would you believe I
istic - powei-mongering - complex hold my breath for IO seconds beof the facist gover:nment of pig fore I read the classifieds??
oppressors has got to be ripped
off man! Can you dig it? Far out! ... Chris Swierczynski

Print secret '

A n open

letter to Jack
Richardson

COMING NEXT
WEEK

PRINT * POLL no. 1 * RESULTS
We 'll be p osting the results of o ur poll to determine
whe th er we sh o uld cease to publish.

PAINT THE POLE CONTEST _
Our 2nd annual p ain t the pole con test is ann ounced with
o ffic ial rules and n ifty prizes.

PRINT INTERVIEW
MYSTERY GUEST
PRINT begins a series o f in terviews w ith prominen t
campus person alities.

PLUS
Sports, weather, and tim e, more advertising , and the
usual j unk.

&Oct., 1970
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Kube removes Rinaldi & Pitcher from
fees and allocations committee
Mr, Kube has mettled
With the •1'1'airs

Allocations C

0 1111ltittee,

Rinaldi's statement

This Ferson i .,.
n,ormed th
Fersonaly sent b
lllalcing.

unaware

To the StudenJ Body or N.I;s.c,
Allocations committee met
One

student Senates budget
s covered was the
of the budgets that wa
The committee felt the budget was

Th

or

·

-•pplime:.tary and late budget requests,
to discuss .all ~-

$19,000,00 •

presumptious to pass a budget

1(

decided to send a letter to Mr,

or the f0l!!lldttee's
l'eoiVed •

09B,

or _,. di

letter di

lllllissing me rran

ey were

refusal or
the COl!lltitt ee,

• Kube t<hen asked
lllllisaa1 he int

as to the

ormed Ille

th

e letter I had

rec:1eved

:".. gnat1011 fraii the
COlllll:ittee,

Pitcher~s reply
.Ger,-·

R.i-nal-di----.;.___J

The con111itt,e e rurther

~ to inform him that upon

u

for it's operation,

re of a un-animous in natuee (6 t~ o).

Sc studont body that
to ru?"t.her inform the N,1 • • •
I would like

A news analysis
the point that Gene Kube is not realLast week, Student Government
President Gene Kube sent letters - Jy the Student Government President because there is no valid Stuto Gene Rinaldi and Conrad Pitcher
relieving them of their positions on
dent Government. Others have statthe influential student Fees and Aled that Kube's election itself was
locations Committee. These letters
invalid because it had not been anfollowed a decision by the committee
nounced as an election ahead of
to set aside the $19,632.00 budget
time. Both are valid points but someuntil an all school referendum was
one is needed to appoint students to
held to determine whether Student
the various committees and it would
Government would be officially recertainly be of no value to remove
instated. Rinaldi and Pitcher both
Kube from his office at this time.
promptly accused Kube of "trying
So far, Kube has appointed quite
to stack the committee with his
a few new students to committees
people" in order to get the Student
and has been generally recognized
Government budget passed.
as having this power. When various
The primary question brought up
committees need student to fill posiby this issue is" does -Gene Kube . tions they usually call Gene ~ube
have the legal authority to remove
to find these students. Certainly
people from committees." And, if
the Student Government President
not, what recourse does Rinaldi and
is the best vehicle for this.
Pitcher have in their attempt to reHowever, removing committee
gain their Jost seats?
members is another question. By
Many students have brought up
having t~s power, ~~ would be very

possible to continuously place and
remove committee members so that
specific decisions could be reached
by these committees. This danger is
brought out by the Rinaldi-Pitcher
firings. If Kube did try to "stack"
the committee he could possibly
get the $19,000 plus budget passe~_
Since there is no legitimate Student Senate the only body that can
make a valid decision in regards to
Kube's power is the Student Affairs Council. Either an all school
referendum must be held soon to
determine whether an official Student Government should be reinstituted or the S.A.C. should define
exactly what powers Gene Kube
has. It should also outline steps to
be taken if a student feels the President should be replaced. Until that
time when we know exactly what the
groundrules are, we are essentially
in the dark.

Student Senate Budget
CONTRACTUAL
PRINTING, STATIONARY, OFFICE
TRAVEL
•
PERSONAL SERVICES
COMMODITIES
EQUIPMENT
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The committee fe
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One

unknown Ferson ·l<h~
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Office E-45 Tel. Ju 3·4050 Ex. 270

for excess of

or the Student Fees

supposed appofn
t111ent or an

northeastern illinois ~tate college
bryn mawr at st. louis
chicago, illinois 60625

Recently the Student-Fees and

·

AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT

$3,260.00
$2,188.00
$4,400.00
$9,784.00

$19,632.00
Estimated Income: ( ticket sales, dues, etc.) ....... $ 0
Total requested ~rom the Student Fees and Allocations $19,632.00
TOTAL

Earlier this year I was appointed to
the Student Fees and Allocation
Committee by Charles Greenberg,
who was at the time president protern of what some students_and the
,Administration were still calling
"Student Government." The appointment occurred during a meeting of about I 00 to 150 students who,
under the leadership of Greenberg
and others; had come together to
form what they called the "Union
of Students." At ·its best, the union
of students was an attempt on the
part of students to search for workable alternatives to what was then,
and what is even more today, the egoridden farce of student government.
The Student Fees Com(llittee is
a student-faculty-administrative
committee charged with the responsibility of allocating to different
clubs and organizations the major
portiqn of the two hundred thousand
plus dollars in fees we pay each year.
And although I thought that Student
Fees should be completely controlled by students (i.e., all student members elected at large from the student body), I accepted the appointment - in part because I felt that,
with the other student committee
members, we could push to have
more of the money come back to
students through club budgets and
student-i;un programs, and less
go out (as has in the past) to subsidize administrative budgets. I
have to admit, however, that although we did get more money back
to students, a lot of our money is
still subsidizing administrative budgets. But that is a problem that won't
be solved until students win full
control over their student fees.
There are two ways in which
students are placed upon the committee . Either they are elected by the
Student Activities Council - an
organization theoretically consisting of representatives from every
club on campus - or they are appointed by the student senate president, who must secure the student
senate's approva l of such appointments .
Although the right presently of
either of these groups to make such
appointments is subject to serious
question, the present Student Government Club is the hardest pressed
of the two organizations when it
comes to ju stifying its right to make
appointments, or carry on any business in the name of the student body .
That you are a farce, and that you are
ego-tripping at the expense of students' right to real representation
is a serious charge - even in the
little world of the student bureaucrat who spends much of his day_
dashing off memos to other functionaries or running up to have some
tea and polite student input with
some lonely or bored administrator.
Yet I think it is obvious that the
J
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facts more than justify such a change .
Any one-man student government
elected on a summer morning by
twelve people who wandered into
the auditorium for a general discussion of a student government
which had previously been disbanded
and had its constitution suspended
can hardly be defended in its claim
to represent and act for close to
8.000 students, or can hardly expect
students, through their fees , to foot
the bill. That brings us to why I'm
writing this Jetter.
On September 28, 1970, the Student Fees and Allocations Committee met. One of the budget requests
it was asked to consider was the
Student Senate budget, a copy of
which I have enclosed. The Student Senate asked for $19,632.000
- $9,784.00 of which was for Personal Services to pay for things like
a salary for the Student body president. At the meeting, it was moved
and seconded by Jay Katzman and
myself that the Student Fees Committee defer consideration of the
Student Budget until such time as
there is an all college referendum
among students to reinstate the Student Senate. The motion carried .
On September 30, 1970, I received .
a letter from Gene Kube, claiming
to be the President of Student Government, informing me that my services were no longer needed on the
committee. A quick check with
other members of the Student Fees
Committee showed that every student who had voted to hold off giving student government money had
also received such a letter. Now Mr.
Kube was busily making new appointments in an attempt to pack the
committee with students who would
overlook the shortcomings of his
student government club's claim to
being representative of a student
body which the last time the question was placed before it, voted for
NO student government.
Finally, as to the question of what
can be done, if like myself, you don't
feel inclined to paying the bill for
someone's bureaucratic fantasy.
There is perhaps only one effective
way to stop it and that would be to
either as an individual, or through
a club you belong to Write a letter
to the Student Affairs Council asking that : I) They rule the present
student government ineligible for
funds ; 2) They appoint an interim
committee of students to arrange for
a referendum on which the question
of whether or not students want a
student government will finally be
settled, and depending upon the outcome of such a referendum new elections held or forgotten about ; 3) That
they move to make student fees an
all-student committee, and call for
its members to be elected at large.

C. Pitcher _

Remodeling Controversy begins
"There will be no referen- ing fiasco is the implied function
dum concerning the remodeling", of all the new furniture and rean unofficial spokesman of the designed living space. Many times
Commuter Center Committee re- • members of the committee have
vealed to PRINT last week. said that it will give the stuThey evidently feel that suffi- dents a chance to see what they
cient student input has been would be getting in an evenbrought into any decisions the tual Union.
Committee made. The source felt
Many people have said that
that the events of the past ·w eek thir. is only an attempt to imand the grumblings of the teach- press and in effect bribe people
in had no effect · on the com- into voting yes in the upcoming
mittee. However in a meeting Student Union Referendum in
last week the committee decided early November in which the
to recommend to President Sachs whole issue of Union Fee hikes
t}lat the bids that have been will be settled. Whether this is
received not be accepted.
true or not isn't important. What
The Commuter center commit- is then, is the impression that
tee originally figured the re- it is taken for granted that
modeling would cost anywhere students will rubber stamp the
from 50,000 to 91,000 dollars Union Fee hike. It gives the im- _
and then the bids returned with pression that acceptance of the
the projected ·figures at l 02,000 Union building is a foregone
to - 160,000 dollars, not in- conclusion, when this is far from
eluding furniture which would being true.
up the cost an estimated 25,000
What is needed then before
dollars. That makes the price even remodeling is undertaken
range anywhere from 130,000 to _is a referendum to have the
190,000 dollars, more than double student body express its desire
of what was expected at first. to have or not to have a stuFor this reason and not the out- dent union. This question once
side student pressure the com- answered will give direction to
rriittee has made its recommen- the committee.
dation to the President, says
If student sentiment is negathe committee.
·
tive, then the committee could
If the President concurs with well do with some re-evaluation
the recommendation and refuses of the remodeling plans to into accept the bids things will elude more areas· of the school.
be put back into the_ laps of If yes then the committee would
the Commuter Center Com- be limited in the amount of
mittee. They will the n re- money to be spent but would
evaluate the remodeling plans be given credence to their experiwith the intention of lowering ments with the types of furniture·
the cost. They have already deve- in the remodeling as protoloped a Phasing -Program in types of the Union itself.
which the proposed remodeling
Ther~ is a chance however;
is broke down into three phases. said the PRINT source, that the
They are; Phase I - Nor th price could be lowered in another _
and South Galleries, Concourse way other than cutting phases. ·
plainly speaking the hallways If the bids are rejected the work
outside the two dining rooms will have to be rebid thus delayand in front of the auditorium.
Phase II _ North and South ing the construction time until
the trimester break in December.
Dining Rooms Phase III - A and to worry about student interB lounges. Chances are, if to ference and would have the
cut the price tag portions of opportunity to lower his bid.
the remodeling are eliminated It is questionable however if
the decision as to what to leave this fact would shrink the bids
out would follow these phasing considerably enough to please the
outlines. Presently it looks like committee though.
priority is being given by the
The ball is presently held
committee to phases one and two. by Sachs then. If he decides
That would mean a delay in to accept the bids it looks that
the remodeling of the lounges.
with the decision of the comAnother sore point for many mittee not to have a referendum,
people about this whole remodel- they will have to either spend

Next week's
big menu announced
Yesiree friends , now for the first time ever, you can know ahead of
time what kind of food will be served for lunch in our modern, efficient,
ultra-luxurious cafeteria. We'll be reviewing the weekly menus so that
you can decide whether to sample our epicurean delights or bring your
lunch .
comment stars
entree
day
not bad
Mostaccioli and Meat Sauce
Monday
not bad
Yankee Pot Roast
October 12
**
ugh!.
Cheese Fondue
chewy
Breaded Pork Cutlet
Tuesday
bah
Roast Lamb, Mint Jelly
October 13
Apple Fritters
good
***
Wednesday
Shepherd Pie
putrid
no*
October 14
Veal Bird
what?
?
Italian Sausage Sandwich
greasy
**
--Hungarian Goulash
Thursday
foreign
**
October 15
Smoked Butt- Hot
not bad
**
Potato Salad
Scrambled Eggs
mediocre *
Friday
Breaded Perch
fair
- **
October 16
Veal Pepper Steak
fair
**
Baked Halibut
fair
**
-;..½
Baked Macaroni
not bad
Eggplant Supreme
byol*
no*
*bring your own lunch
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more money 'than they planned · to the students at an open meet- There .is presently much criting. At this time David Suttle, icism of this seeming deception
or cut one or two of the phases.
the Architect stated that the on the part of the remodeling
It is interesting to note how
cost would fall between 50,000 forces in the Committee and
the figure for the cost for the
and 77,000 dollars, including Campus Planning. Melvyn Skremodeling slowly rose · from
furniture.
around 42,000 dollars to the provarla in an open meeting last
Shortly after the meeting how- Friday discussing the plans at
bable high of 130,000 dollars.
Back when the first inklings of ever the need for new furniture one time said he never heard
remodeling were dawning in
in the North Dining hall jacked of the 50 to 77 thousand figures
the price up to 8 I ,000 dollars. reported in PRINT and 11 :45
the Commuter Center Committee,
Melvyn Skvarla, Head of CamThe committee met again and and yet research finds those figpus Planning, and Cliff Harralsaw a need for the Cashiers ures in the minutes of the
son, Union Director, got tobooth outside the Auditorium to August 29 meeting which Skvarla
gether and worked out some prebe expanded and the cost went was present. These things have
liminary figures. They at the time
up another I 0,000 dollars to helped give. the decision a clan91,000 bucks.
estimated a cost of 42,000 doldestine aura.
lars. "We were talking basically
This 91,000 dollars included
The major issues that people
of the two lounges only." Skthe furniture. The price was now are bringing up about the revarla later said. The committee fourteen thousand over David modeling is one of money. "Isn't
then was deciding on areas of Suttles highest estimate. Then 130,000 dollars too much to spend
the school which they felt would
they sent the bids out. There for this temporary plans", they ask.
need refurbishing. They decided
presently is .no limit on the But in reality the money issue
on the areas discussed previous amount of money the committee isn't that critical to the things
and also the Mezzanine level could spend on the remodeling, you might believe it would
above the cafeteria. At this time but sentiment on the committee effect. If the money is spent or
they hired the architects to for- seems to point strongly to a even if it isn't, it will have no
mulate plans for the remodeling.
limit of around 80,000 dollars.
effect on any future fees to be
They told them to wait on the
1-t seems that somewhere in paid or effect the construction
Mezzanine level though because this steady rise in price the of the Union one way or the
it would not be ready for work information of the increase just other, was the opinion of Meluntil the new mobile unit is wasn't getting out to the student vyn Skvarla.
installed for the counselors. The body. It came as quite a shock
If this is true then the major
plans were drawn up. On Aug- when some learned that the price issue is one of student input into
ust 29th during the summer tri- had shot up double than at the the decision of the committee.
mester the plans were presented last public meeting in August. In every way the committee has ·
been legalistically sound in its
movements. They have ample
students on the committee and
from the traditional committee
way of looking at things were
justified in any action they would
take. But they are dealing with
student money here and all
students should have a say ir.
the expenditure of their money.
It was regrettable that the committee decided not to have a referendum on this remodeling
issue. It could easily have been
set up . It is encouraging that
future decisions of this nature
will hopefully be put up to
a vote if all our sources are
correct..

A week ago last Mon~
day,
September 28,
busy hands decorated the
outside walls of NISC
with the pictured graphics,
plus more. Also included
were an apartment building and a synagogue in
the area. Up to press time,
the identity of the vandal(s) were unknown.
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Jay Byron reports on conimuter center
This is the first in a series of arti- the rate of one-third per year begincles to be presented to you (stu- ning in September 1971 for a peridents) on the Commuter Center od of 3 years, e.g., a $30 increase
(Student Union). The main pur- will be $10.00 plus the $10.00 you
pose is to acquaint you with the now pay for a total of $20.00 in
facts you need so that each of you Sept. 71 , $20.00 plus $10.00 in
can decide for yourselves how to Sept. 72, and $30.00 plus $10.00 in
vote in the November referendum. Sept. 73, . . . 3. By the time the
I will also answer any questions Commuter Center is completed we
you have regarding the <;::enter and will have also completed the Scithe proposals. Mail your questions ence Building (now under conto Jay P . Byron, assistant to the Di- struction), the Classroom Building
rector of the Commuter Center, or and possibly the Library which is
drop them off at· the Print office proposed to be connected to the
room E-214.
Commuter Center and two high
The referendum will have six rise parking lots.
choices of which you must select
4.As Alumni you will have lifeonly one. Before I present the time membership to the Center and
choices some facts must be made its facilities. Alumni will also have
clear. ·
a representative on the Board of
l .The increases proposed do not Managers and an office to co-ordiinclude the $10.00 fee you are nate Alumnus activities.
presently paying each trimester,
5. The Union by Illinois State
and must therefore be added on.
Statute must be paid for out of stu2.The proposed _increases are at dent assessment.

l~

6.All funds earned by the Union need. Remember if you have any
go back into Union for student use. questions, ask, by sending them to
The Center will be managed by a me or the Print in room E-214.
Board of 15 members to be as folStudent drivers who have not
lows. Eight (8) Students, Two (2)
The choices on the referendum
(Yet purchased their parking stifacul!Y, One(l) civil service em- are as follows;
ployee, One (l) Alumni, one (1)
1. $45.00 to be increased at the tckers are requested to do so immediately, and all student drivers are
Community representative, and rate $15 .00 in Sept. 71,72 , and 73
Two (2) administrators by virtue of
2. $39.00 to be increased at the urged to use the college parking
office.
rate of $13 .00 in Sept. 7 1-,72, and lots whenever possible. It is
hoped that all members of our col7 .Jobs within the union will be 73
mainly for students.
3. $30.00 to be increased at the lege community will be under8 .The enrollment will rise to rate of $10.00 in Sept. 71,72, and standing of our neighbors' parking
about 12,000 students by 1973 73
problems and will refrain from
which is the time of expected com4 . $21.00 to be increased at the parking on the residential side
pletion.
rateof$7.00 in Sept. 71,72, and 73
streets.
These and other facts to be
5. $15 .00 to be increased at the
A new parking area is under
presented in future articles must be rate qf$5.00 in Sept. 71,72, and 73
construction and will soon be
considered carefully when you
6. I do not want additional Com- ready, thus lessening still further .
vote. You must vote not only for · muter Center (student union) facil- the need for street parking.
yourself but how you feel future ities at this time.
students at Northeastern would
William L. Howenstine
vote. You must consider what you NEXT WEEK . . . a description of
now have as a Union and what you the rooms in the center - the;r size
·
and the students in the future will and use.

Notice

A short history on Student Government
b1.Dave Green

The headline on the July 29th,
1968 issue of Print blared out
"Crisis in Senate. " The two pictures that run that issue tell all
there is to know about this historic
event. In one, the students labeled
"radical" are shouting and pounding their fists on their desks. The
other finds a group of "Senators"
evidently trying their best to out
yelf the "radicals." What were
they shouJing about? That day was
the first attempt by a group of students to dissolve the functions of
the Student Government. The
takeover was a failure (The "radicals" used some trumphed up attendance records to force impeachment trials for over half of
the Senators. Once over half the
elected representatives were
awaiting trial the Senate would not
have enough members in good
standing for a quorum. Therefore
they argued that the functions of
the Senate would have to be suspended.), but it was the first dem/onstration which tried to bring
'forth the Student Government's
innate powerlessness.
There were still people in the
government that were convinced
that students could have a viable
voice: through student representation . This group, after the aborted
disolution attempt, started to
·rebuild. That September the Senate was working away as usual.
They seemed determined to disprove the "radicals" and set up
that elusive meaningful student
government.
October 2 1 - 28, 1968 were the
days of the election which were
operated with "student interest"
being the watchword. Many measures were taken to insure an involved campaign. The party system was abolished so the candidates would have to go out and get
the votes themselves without being able to fall back on the laurels
of a party platform.
There was indeed much student
spirit in this election. Those "radicals" joined a record number of
candiates vying for the support of
the electorate. Obviously trying to
gain control of the Senate by
so-called legal means the "radicals" organized a party and called
themselves the Independent Student Caucus. (ISC) This action set
off the other candidates scurrying
. to the banners of other newly orga-

nized political parties. Strongest of candidates which effectively were
those "parties" was the now in- saying the same things and ran a
famous Progress Party under the
list of candidates for the four ofleadership of party boss Andy Ze- fices that were running unopposed.
lasko. Their candidates ran bas- This grim choice for the students
ically on the reaction to the ISC . prompted the heralded or not so
and in Noriheastern' s _o wn version heralded (depending on what circle
of a conservative backlash vote
you frequent) NO vote. The NO
the Progress Party was swept into
vote was designed for those stuoffice almost overwelmingly. The dents that felt disenfranchised by
term "almost" is used because the list' of candidates but still wanF
only one thousand people cast va- ed a voice in the government. It
lid ballots in the election which at was never clear exactly what
the time was not even twenty-five would' have happened if it would
percent of the student population
have received the. majority of the
votes, some say it would have disat NISC. The top vote-getter for
solved the Senate and others say it
victorious Progress only received
would have ·meant a call for new
five hundred votes making his
elections. Needless to.say the NOmandate from the students a
vote lost narrowly and the Tony
whopping twelve percent.
Wiszowaty presidency was ushIt is interesting to note that after
the defeat of the "radicals" in their ered in unopposed.
President Wiszowaty made inattempt to legally take control the
itial progress with the government,
student Government they rightfully or wrongly made the decision but his efforts ran aground among
to move into non-violent millitant the political in-fighting that has
action ·of effect the changes they marked Northeastern Student r~desired. This is the time of the resentation frc,m the outset. He
was forced into issues as crucial as
takeover of the Presidents office,
in Nov. of 68 . There were also a if he had the right to sign requisiseries of classroom takeovers of tions or not.
What interest that had been devarious history courses by Black
students. All this during one week veloped in the first weeks of Wisin which the PRINT termed, "A zowaty's -term ebbed fast and the
Senate literally went dormant. Exweek of Unrest."
These demonstrations pointed cept for occasional flouri shed _conout the dire need for student input cerning the drafting of the new
(that is student input that effects Student Constitution (there always
seems to be a new one on it's way)
changes and not only pacifies the
masses) into .the workings of the communication stopped.
September 1970 · brought inkschool. Student Government
failed to meet this need . Ignoring lings of another try at elections.
the newly formed SDS chapters This was somewhat buried under.
siezing of the Presidential waiting the grandeur of the All College
room and passing a motion con- Conference. (ACC) The ACC
cerning the Blacks that was ig- tried to gi'v e students an effective
nored by the administration, the voice in constructive change of the
Senate busied itself with the purely · institution and as the initial sucpolitical question of a -new con- cesses or'the conference fell by the
wayside and the tradition power
stitution.
The last Student Government groups took control the plea for
election gasps came on February , elections looked futile indeed.
24 - 26, 1969. There has never
The elections were announced
been and probably never will be and all of two people flocked to
more preparation for one election hand in their petitions for candida1n the history of Northeastern cy. The elections were delayed. A
Valerie Nelson (then a senator)
referendum connected with a curand Ken Davis (then the Editor of riculun\" change coming from the
PRINT) geared the machinery for ACC was to be held that week.
the big days . Voting machines Added to the list of referendum
were used for the first time and the questions was this question ;
publicity intended to get .all stu- Should the Student Senate susdents or at least a sizeable majority pend its constitution until a Community document is developed?
to vote.
.
The ·government put up a list of During the ACC there had been

much talk of community govern- Constitution Committee which
ment. Many people argued that the was charged with developing a
very fact that the student, faculty Community document. This too-,
and administration had partici- however, fell into inaction. The
pated so fully in the ACC this was Presidents changed but the results
the best indication that a joint gov- were the same, no new progress
ernment of all factions on campus toward joint student, faculty, adwas desirable.
ministration control of the College .
After the tally of the referendum
Chuck Greenberg came and
vote the Student Government was went leaving his appointed post to
dead. The Constitution was sus- his appointee, Jay Byron. Jay
pended, effectively dissolving the wanting to bring government back
Senate by a vote of936 to 577.
to the students found himself being
This charged President Wis- defeated in a mass election held at
zowaty with the role of organizing the student rally he called, by
for Community Government. He Gene Kube , 12-8.
was still president, but with no
Among promises to resurrect
Senate to rule over. The only func- _student government in the fall,
tion he retained is the power to President Kube took office last
appoint people to committees.
summer. One of the first things he
Another period of inactivity did was set up a constitution comswamped the drive for student rep- mittee to draft a new student Conresentation as the only spark was stitution and to set the machin,ery
the formation of a Community for student elections ...

NISC CALENDAR OF
EVENTS
thursday, 8, october

coffee and conversation liour. e-220. 10-12. tke free film
series. 3:00 auditorium.

saturday, 10,october
corn cellar coffeehouse. 8:00 p .m. at newman house. ray
zagrapas and linda larsen will perform .
tuesday, 13, october

tuesday, 13, october
coffee ana conversation hour. e-220. 10-12. free film
series will be presenting BRIDGE OVER RIVER KWAI.
starring William holden and alee guiness. the film is
about a prisoner of war during world war 11 who escapes only to be ordered back for the purpose of sabotage.

wednesday, 14, october
suzuki's talent education tour. 1:00 p.m. auditorium.
evening concert series will present FRIENDS OF DISTINCTION at 8:00 p.m . in the auditorium .
teach-in. b-lounge. 1 - 3 p.m .
jerome sachs will be guest speaker (defender).
11 :45 - every day - 12:45
*note. clubs who would like special events listed can
submit information to the nisc calendar, care of PRINT

Pat,e6

in m,e moriam

Guest Editorial

Call to Action

October 3

On Saturday, October 31st, in approximately 50 cities across the
country, the American population will have the opportunity to express
its disapproval with U.S. war policy in Vietnam , and demand immediate withdrawal of all the troops fro m S.E. Asia.
Following the massi ve student strike in M ay, students bega n to realize that they cou ld not end the war alone. N ew fQrces with the power to
end the war would have to be drawn into the anti-war movement.
There was an initial attempt to rea~h out to the trade union movement,
the G I's and the Third World communities and others. Follpwing·the
May events, there occurred in C leveland, in June, an Emergency Conference on Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. At this conference the National Peace Action C oalition (NP AC) was formed. I n Chicago the
coalition is called the October 3 1st Peace Action Committee. This
committee is composed of different student, labor, women's, religious,
community, and Third World groups. In the labor sector we have seen
unions nationally ta ke positions for immediate withdrawal of all U.S.
troops. Examples are: AFSCME - American Federation of States of
Municipal E mployees, and NAPF E - The National Alliance of Postal
and Federal Employees. In Chicago we also have two limited Auto
Workers' locals that are actively building the demonstration . To show
the depth of the student move111ent, the United States Student Press
Association has endorsed October 31st. As far as religious out-reach,
the Arch-diocese in Detroit has donated one of its unused schools as an
organizing center. In third-world out-reach, we have endorsements
from representatives of variou s black student groups and the Chicago
Moratorium. In Chicago the Women's Liberation Union is very active
in building October 3 1st.
The major way in which the student movement is represented in
NP AC (National Peace Action Coalition) is through the Student
Mobilization Committee, S.M.C. The S.M .C. is an organization of
American youth with ties to the international anti-war movement,
united to fight for the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all
U .S. troop and material from S.E . Asia; an abolition of the Draft; and
an end to all forms of Campus Complicity with war. We support selfdetermination in Vietnam, and Biack and Third World America. We
support the struggle for the constitutional rights of GI's and High
School students. · In addition, we are putting forth the concept of ihe
anti-war university. We understand that we express the anti-war sentiments of the overwhelming majority of students, as demonstrated in
May. Hence, we demand the facilities to organize this sentiment into a
unified force. Office space, printing facilities, etc. should be put at our
disposal. As far as tactics, we are opposed to "peace candidates" and
" trashings". We see as the tactic to end the war the independent mass
demonstrations. The new forces entering the anti-war movement, such
as labor, agree with this perspective. Our movement is not for sale to
anyone. As Gene McCarthy made quite clear, he was running to take
the kids out of streets and into the democratic party, one of the parties
of war and racism. Also, there are still people who believe the anti-war
movement is responsible for violence. We want to make it crystal clear
to the U .S. population that the U .S. government is the violent agent, so
that no one will be able to make the criminal look like victim and the
victim look like the criminal. It is easy to get frustrated and smash some
windows, but it takes a little more to understand that we are in the
vanguard position, and see ourselves as organizers of the rest of
society.
The need for temendous exertion as the part of the anti-war movement to build October 31st actions is greater now than ever before. The
May events dealt a serious blow to N ixon's plans for aggression in S.E.
Asia, but it is only the continued efforts on a .national and international
scale which can force the American government to end its criminal
policies.
Northeastern S.M .C . meetings are Thursday, 1:00 p.m. in E-108.
All opposed to the war are welcome.
Bob Kissinger
Northeastern S.M .C .

Mike Luneckas, to use a term taken by E .E . Cummings from
8unyau's Pilgrim's Progress, was a delectable mountain-not in
the furious, lively, overwhelmi ng mountaincy of Zorba the Greek,
but in his own quiet, dignified delightful way. It is indeed sad to
have to use the past tense with Mike; he died of a heart attack in
the gym last Thursday.
Just as a hot dog is more than merely a moment in a ball game,
Mike was far more than just someone who passed out equipment in
the gym: in fact, it was bruited about that the gym program would
have collapsed without hi m.
Mike was born in Lettland,
near Riga, in Latv ia. He was the
only teac her in a small Lithuanian V illage when it was under
Polish occupation (1925 -40),
leaving in 1-944 when it was under Russian occupation . He
wound up in G ermany after the
war, where he ta ught in camps
for di splaced persons and helped
to turn out the newspaper, " Free
Lithuania" in 194 7.
.
In 195 1 he came to America'
with his family under the Displaced Persons Program. He
moved to Chicago two years late r, and he always liked it here.
H is two c hildren, a son and
daughter, completed their education here; and Peter, the son,
served on a helicopter crew in Viet Nam and only recently became
the fathe r of twins.
Among his accomplishments Mike spoke five languages -and
gently and kindly in all of them. He was in fact a gentleman 'in
every sense of the word -a man who had a haunting sense of duty
and responsibility, two attributes slowly fading from our daily lives
and fro m our dictionaries. Something that one became a ware of
when he got to know Mike on more intimate terms was his rather
interesting sense of humor. In fac t, the last meeting that I had with
Mike took place a few nights before he passed away . I asked him
for a pair of swim trunks and a towel. He gave me two good
standard-sized towels (instead of the usual napkin-sized things they
use over there), and when I looked at them in a curious way, he
surveyed my ample girth, and, grinning, he said: " They aren' t too
big for some people." Mike himself was very big and we'll miss
him. The last thing he half-shouted to me as I headed towards the
pool came so straight from that,famous elegy of another " big" man,
that-now, thinking about it, it could make you cry: " I hope you
like your swim," he said.
E.M . Liebow
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Apocalypse
coming back)

john briar
by glen junnann

The forces of discontent seem to
be shaping up around campus. Different factions for different causes
and all are reaching out for the
"apathetic student." I doubt that
any of the factions will meet with
success but it's an interesting hobby to sit back and watch anyway.
First we have the ·"attack the
Commuter Center Committee"
people. These are the people who
are somewhat upset that a great
deal of money is about to be spent
·in remodeling this building and
they did1ft know about it. In retaliation these people start asking all
the questions they can think of in
an effort to put people like Robert
Easton and Cliff Harralson on the
proverbial spot. This is pretty difficult though because these guys
have been around a long time and
aren't easily shaken-especially
Easton. Old Cliff will kind of
charm you with his southern drawl
and you 'II be sorry you ever tried to
pick on him while Mr. Easton will
· give you that look like he's about to
get up and slug you. Personally I'd
rather be charmed than slugged.
Meanwhile we've got another
~roup of people who are not too
impressed with the validity of the
Ad Hoc Presidential Committee ,,
for a Commuter Center. These
- people are not so much at issue
with what the committee has done
or is trying to do but with who is on
that committee. They feel that student input has been insufficient in
deciding what kind of commuter
center we should have. Like everything elstj,_ around this campus, we
must no~ delve into the technical
points of this argument. Being no
great lover of the Commuter Center Committee I still must side with
the fact that they have made some
sort of a genuine effort to involve
student participation. Unfortu. nately students don't seem to hold
interestin this committee with the
end result being a constant turnover of student committee members. Already all the alternate

9age,1!

~ujambo R_a f i.ki

Lynn Stebbins
by Eugene Barnes and
Interested in • writing? _. Pat
A. Peggy Taft
McPhee, a senior at Northeastern,
will activate your interest, with a
- new column starting in Print. The
BLACK LOVE
name of the column? Apocalypse.
Now that you have that diBrothas and Sistas
gested - read on.
We walk in circles
All day long.
Apocalypse will be a column
Tryin to touch each otha
completely supported on material
To feel each otha
submitted by anyone feeling the
Sometime we do and
urge to write. Write what? Poetry,
THE BLACKNESS FEELS SOOO
GOOOD.
prose, critical essays, and dramas .
For you photographers, pictures
are even wanted .
We gotta keep on touchin and feelin
• And hearing the sounds of those brothPat derived the idea of Apoas drum.
calypse from the Muse, an arts
They callin us. They tellin us
magazine, once printed · on
IT'S NATIONTIME HERE AT
campus . He had liked the idea of
NORTHEASTERN
AND WE GOTTA LOVE EACH
Last, but not least, are the people the Muse, so he carried it out in
OTHA . . .
who are staging guerilla warfare the Apocalypse. The Apocalypse
FA REAL!
with the cafeteria prices. As you is sponsored by Mr. Thomas Braalready know, it's getting more and ken and the column will be edited
Black Love
Sister Zubena
more expensive to partake of our by Pat McPhee and Maynard Kacafeteria's culinary delights. The bak. Pat feels that the column will
I hope you brothers and si sters can dig where Sister Zubena is coming
necessity of raising cafeteria food be "A tool to help people to help
prices · on a continuing basis is themselves to learn to write bet- from . Everyday we travel from ail areas of the city to the far North side .
At Northeastern we are like specks of dust on a clean white slate. If we
somewhat doubtful. Charges of in- ter."
efficient help and just plain bad
Still interested? The column are ever going to do anything relevant at this institution, we must be
.·
food abound but cost is probably should be appearing in Print, three together.
We all realize that some of us have jobs and/or obligations at home.
the biggest gripe. While people like · weeks from now. Where can you
Henry Bofman research the his- submit your writing contributions? Therefore, it is often hard for us to stay around school to socialize.
tory our price increases Cliff Har- You can place them in the Apo- However, it is mandatory that we Black students get together. The Black
raison complains that very little calypse mail box above the North Heritage Club and Black C,aucus are the organizations for Black stucan be done without an "oper- Dining Hall, leave them in the dents on campus. In those ·meetings we can discuss things that are
ating" board of managers. How- Print Office, hand 'them to Pat pertinent to us both educationally and socially. The meetings are held at
ever, the students can't afford to McPhee or Maynard Kabak, or l :00 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. This is not an advertisement for the
wait for a board of managers. What place· them in a envelope to the clubs; it is a commercial for togetherness.
In closing I would just like to ask that we try to smile and show a little
seems to be needed is some sort of Creative Writing Center, 3307
warmth to each other. Be a brother or a sister to somebody!
. command decision by Harralson's Bryn Mawr.
Send any contributions to this column to E-222 Mr. Speller's office.
office to make the food service efSound good? I think so. With so
ficient enough to stop losing mon- many different places to turn in
ey so that prices could be lowered. your contributions, how can you P.S. The Black Student Populus of N.I.S.C. Do Not Wish To Be
Perhaps the guerilla warfare will · miss? Why not try writing a contri- Undermined By Their Supervisors Or The Faculty While Performing
·a,ccomplish t~is.
..- bution?
. Their Daily Duties.
The bisgest case of discontent is
yet to be seen. The Commuter Cen~
ter referendum is about to begin
and already the factions are beginning the make plans. Whether die
old pros like Easton and Skvarla
will be able to overcome the discontents remains to be seen. It's all
up to us apathetic students.
By Fred English
_
The other day my boss told me
The idea is to buy what you be totally wrong for another.
that I would have to start picking need (if you decide that you need Chains are for deeper snow and
up the kids on my school bus a something) before you need it: very little ice. But since exlittle earlier so I would have a mar- That way , in addition to having it pressways are usually cleared fairgin of time to get them to school ready, you will have decided what ly early they stink on the exwhen the snow came and driving it is that you need. By the way, pressway (they are good out in the
gets slower. Snow? The weather what DO you need? "Person A" cou.ntry though) since running
has been sort of nice the past few swea rs by chains and won't use chains on clean pavement tends to
days . Snow means winter. Winter? anything else. ''Person B" digs wear the chains out rather rapidly.
Good grief, it's barely Autumn . up on the studded-tires " Person The little studs that you pay extra
Anyway, the guy;s business de- C" tosses ordinary snow-tires on for on snow tires are for icy pavepends on predicting things like the the tail end of his car and can't see ments and if the streets that you
J
co ming of winter and getting ready what'the ·heck A and B are bother- usually drive aren't icy then why
for it. When our car does not start . ing with studs and cl:Jains ·for. bother paying extra. Snow tires are
on a cold morning most of us de- "Person O" just le.aves the regular clesigned for light snow but aren't
cide to get a new battery or some- tires on his car and hasn't . been . ·that great in dee·p snow or ice.
thing to get ready for the cold. Or stuck yet. Each of these guy s-have
we step out of the front door and come up with a solution and will
wind up in a ,snowdrift up to our tell you that their's is the best. The
Just remenber, the guy with
eyeballs ari'd wonder if snow-tires question is: "Who the heck is right regular tires and an easy foot can
·might not be a good investment. and who is wrong?" And you still get places where a overzeal9u s
When that happens we usually go do_n'tJsn_Qw _which to buy.
foot on the accelerator pedal and
to a gas station or whatever and
chains on studded-tires sits and
buy either snow-tires, studdedgoes nowhere. No matter what is
tires, or chains depending on what
The thing is that each devise has on the rear end of your car you
they happen to be pushing . They a different use, and if your car, and won' t get anywhere by ramming
might not be just what we need, the conditions under which you the pedal and spinning your
drive, are right for you, they may wheels.
but we have to get something.
members have been used.
One prominent personality who
seems to always be in the thick of
things is o ur Director of Campus
Planning,Mr. Mel Skvarla. Skvarla
is generally responsible for obtaining bids, dictating specifications to
architects, and handling the general technical work of obtaining
plans for a new building of any
kind. However, I strongly suspect
that Skvarla is more realistically
the principle moving force behind
any expansion on this campus. If
·one were to make an organizational chart one would probably
put Skvarla somewhere near the
top though he'd be the last to admit
it.
.

Transpo~tatio~:

Snow .Tires
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WANTED:
-

When I said the pen is mightifr than the sword, this is not what I had in
mind.
·

Students to -work during the week of-·Oct. 26 through 31st. From 7 A.M.
to 8 . P.M. on a Traffic Survey. Would prefer students who can work
more than one day · and for more than 2 hours each day. Contact
Melvyn A. Skvarla, Room B107, Ext. 548 or Financial Aid Office. ·
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_.the realm of pure abstract ideas" .
I know you had in mind the words
- carved out on Marx's grave, his
last Thesis on Feuerbach: "Philosophers have only interrupted the
world in various ways; the point,
110wever, is to change it. "What a
farxist you are!
And thus you yourself suggest
t he answer to the question you
want every "prosecuting attorney"
to as_k himself: " Do I see the
NISC community as it really is?".
In light of the above most of them
should answer yes.
Charles N issim-Sabat
Phy . Sci. Department
P.S. Next time, Jack, please write
plainly enough so as to spare me
all this exegesis.

Comment
on

Friar Briar
Dear Editor:
I was amused by the tale · that
was preserve~ for us from antiquity by Friar Briar and reprinted
in the Print. I must, however, point
out some things which might be of
interest to your readers.
As some myths of this qature
(Friar Briar's) they do have actual
historical references, and it is con. cerning this that I wish to call to
your attention. New archaeological discoveries have shed new
light on those ancient peoples
called the · northeasternites, and
documents preserved in their archives have revealed some discrepencies between the matter of
fact and the Friar's account. I do
not mean to say that the Friar was
purposely propagating some historical falsehoods, for I am appraised of the difficulties involved
in secondhand verbal accounts,
textual transmission, and not to,
mention scribal inserts and blunders.
Although it is true that "Eugene
of Cube" is Eugene Kube, almost
all of the entire F . 8. manuscript is
filled with myths which have only
a half-ring of truth. A disco\'.ery of
an ancient earlier manuscript
which scholars have labeled the
"Q" document proves this almost
conclusively. The F.B. manuscript
was based on a poor varient of the
"Q" document. This also seems
evident from history. The northeasternite archives reveal that
frince Kube's power was abso-

lute, so it would seem absurd for
him to ask his subjects to make
'him a constitutionaf monarch,
since that would be a limitation on
his power. So prince Kube was not
seeking power as the F.B. manuscript implies- - -He had it already .
Another major point where the
manuscripts vary is over the issue
of a community constitution. It
seems that Prince Kube was concerned over the fact that at least on
two issues, transportation and tui_tion, "The voice of the many made
itself heard in the land for a season, but as quickly as it arose it
died. And the Gods spoke out of a
whirlwind unto them and said,
'Who are Thee to speak unto us in
this manner' and they replied 'We
are the voice of the Many' and the
Gods said 'Screw you!" (I chronicles .9: I 2-13). Tired of being
screwed and shafted because student's rights were not "legitimately" constituted while ·someone,
somewhere (the documents are unclear here) was working on a community constitution between the
.students and the Gods, Prince
Gene arose to reclaim those rights
and again provide a vehicle for
student dissent. This account
would seem to be the correct one
because it is the only one which is
consistent. Why, if Prince Kube
wanted power, which he had,
would.he insure the possibility for
his own defeat via a student constitution and elections?
• A third incongruity made apparent by comparative tectual exeoesis is the notion in the F.B. text
that a student constitution excludes the possibility of even
working towards a community
constitution. This is not supported
in either the "Q" or in the historical records. In fact one of the
works of Northeasternite-scared
literature, the Prince is on a hill in
sack cloth and ashes, his garments
rent, crying out, "I said unto thee'
come let us reason together' but
Ye would not. Thou hast stopped
up thy ears and wilt not listen.
Thou hast hardened thy heart
against the counsul of thy people.
Thy ways are indeed mysterious"!
(Lamentations 3:2-6) He was will-

PRINT POLL

To
GRIFF PITTS'

COFFEE HOUR
each Tuesday & Thursday
1O:OOA.M. Room E220

1

Good n_ews .. . Her~ i~ the first in a series of PRINT polls to
determine your opm,on on the major issues of the day. This
week's authoritative poll deals with this particular attempt
at responsible' journalism. We therefore proudly announce
the first.

Pt. II

PRINT POLL ON THE PRINT
{ Do you read the PRINT every week?
Dyes
□ other
2. Why
□ why not?
□ none of your business
□ indifferent
3. Do you enjoy reading the Print?
Dyes
4. What is your favorite section of PRINT?
□ the cover
□ sports
□ editorials

ing to sit down and talk to the
Gods but they were unwilling to
do so.
Lastly, as to the form, both the
"Q" and Friar Briar's versopm are
remarkably alike. Both conclude
"'.ith questions to the reading audience. Only the content differs .
The original and more reliable text
reads thus: "Now we must wait
and see what will happen next,
Will Mr Print (Elsewhere called
'The evilone') charm the students
into thinking a community constitution can be realized without
consulting the 'Community,' or
~j ll Print succeed in, mystifying
the Royal Subjects for yet another
year into thinking that by waiting
for community government their
rights will somehow materialize in
the waiting. We can only wait and
see if the loyal subjects are again
fooled by Print's Plan."

□ columns

- □ news

□ the end

5. In reference to question 4, why?
□ because
□ it's the best

□ because

I said so
cares?
6. What is your least favorite section of the PRINT?
□ staff box
□ who

□ news
□ the whole

paper
7. Do you find yourself looking forward to getting the PRINT?

Yours truly,
Rudolf Bultmann

Dyes
□ no

N.I.S.C. or
M.E.S.S.?
This is a complaint by two students currently attending "the
north branch of the Chicago Sanitary District?' (more widely known
as N .I.S.C .) concerning the matter
of the µnsigtitly appearance· of the
north entrance to the building.
We realize that the property in
question is to be uprooted in order
to provide space for the new classroom building; however, this is no
excusetoallowthepropertytobecome insect and rat-infested.
The local community community has complained about the
parking problem and let us not give
them another reason to complain.
We believe that this institution
of higher learning employs enough
maintenance engineers to relieve
this problem.
The Biology Department has
enough specimens without breeding our own.
·
Brian Kilmnick
Michael Kenzer

Print Always
eeds More Writers
Come Around To
E-214

Everyone Is Invited

#

Call Us
for-Ads
in this Newspaper

Ju3-4050

Ext. 270
Room 214

□

·
you must be kidding

8. What would you classify the PRINT as:
□ a Commie rag
□ an establishment rag
□ a rag
9. Would you let your sister read the PRINT?
□ negative
Dyes
□ no
□ que

sera ser•
10. Would you let your sister marry someone on the PRINT
staff?
Ono
11. What do you think of Corey's Corner?
□ who?

12. What do you think of Warren Sandler?

. □ double negative

□ he's easily bribed
13. How about Jim Martin?
□ he's secretly Warren Sandler
□ he's secretly Del Breckenfeli:t
□ he's secretly Mrs. Zimmerman
14. How about Del Breckenfeld?
□ he's secretly Jerry Sachs
□ typical longhair
□ typical Commie longhair

I

15. Do you feel our editorials are fair?
□ fair to bad
□ fair to good
□ fairy

16. Do you feel our sports coverage is adequate?
□ no

17. Aren't you sorry you ever read this poll?
Dyes
Send your answers to the PRINT office E-214

Raoul's Pub
6530 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p.m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Cockt§lil Hours 4 ti/ 7 p .m.
2 fo'r'the price of 1_ .
Ladies Night - Every rues.
Sc Beer - 25c Mix Drinks
Sunday- 6 p.m . - 8 p.m. - 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink
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"Iggy and the Stooges"
There comes a point in every critics life when he must .choose between
the good, and the bad . I recieve so many new releases each week that I
am only able to write about a few of them. Usually I try to pick a
relatively unpopularized Ip that I feel is worthwhile (ie . Dave Mason,
Edgar Winter), and then relate itto the readers. The poorer albums that I
hear are mainly by groups that have found it profitable to ,base their
sound on the imitation of a more popular band, i.e . Blood Sweat and
Tears, and I eventually dismiss them as just that. But sometimes there
· appears a group and record that is so putrid that I feel it's my duty to
warn the people before they go and waste a cent on the act. Such an act is
Iggy and the Stooges, and their newest Elektra release, " Fun House."
First, I'd like to give you a little insight to satisfy any interest in the
group. The Stooges rose to popularity (?) during that ill-fated Detroit-Ann Arbor music invasion that left us such notable suvivors as the
MC5 . Lead singer Iggy Pop used to be a soul drummer in a Detroit revue
before he got the idea for the S_tooges. He was joined by a
bass-guitar-drums trio who had never played those particular instruments previously. Iggy told them what to play and in three days the
. group was ready· to perform. 'Nuff said.
On stage with the Stooges is really sad . The group pounds out
unrelated tones on the instruments like little children infatuated with the
different noises they can make. Iggy is up front grunting out phrases and
contorting his body past the limits of physical boredom. As their set
regresses, Iggy, clad only in women's formal-length gloves and npped
jeans, crawls around and falls face down on the stage. Bleeding from
reopened welts on his chest, he is one up on the instrument destruction of
The Who-he destroys his body onstage. About this time Iggy climaxs the
set by jumping into the audience, precisely when one discovers that the
· real stooge is the poor guy who payed five bucks to see this.
I put off talking about "Fun House" 'till now because I wanted to save
the worst for last. Musically, I can't really discuss this record . The first
side sounds like one long cut, although there are four divisions in there
somewhere. The whole side reeks of overdone sections from "Gloria"
that I thought were buried years ago. Honestly, this album epitomizes
everything that is bad about the Stooges. It is so unimaginative and
downright boring, that I'm suprised that Elektra wasn't too embarresed
to release it.
The question is how did Iggy get so many gigs when much more
deserving groups a re starving? Certainly no one can se riously admit that
The Stooges appeal to him. Since they always appear on the bill with The
MC5 , maybe the latter hires them to play exclusively with them. Even
'the MC5 sounds great t ollowing Iggy and the Stooges. Anyway, I'll go
as far to say that if anyone can submit to me (in the Print Office) a group
that is worse than The Stooges, I will award them an album as a
prize- " Fun House."

THE

CORNER!
rder Tickets Now!

SHUBERT
THEATRE
22W.MONROE
CE 6-8240
Tickets Available at
· Box Office

BLACKSTONE
THEATRE
60 E. BALBO
CE 6-8240
FROM TUES.,

OCT. 20th
Tlcketa Available
by Mail
Special Conalderatlon
for 'Group•

Phone Mary Merlin
141-59,3 3

·SHAFER..
FLORISTS·
'

~

******

IRYNMAWR ·klMBALL ·
;PHONE;-,,478-627.6.
. ·1n---TOAli .

N1SC sTUIINTS & FAQll.n

Alice's Restaurant

All Power to the Counter Culture

There are at present, a number of fine films playing in the Chicago area, most of which are quite old , but many of which ar c
well worth seeing if you haven't already; but I prefer not to COQ'iment on any of these at this time .
I would like to mention the Japanese Film Festival which ,
closes Oct. 8th at the 3 Penny Cineman, however. The one thing
I've noticed about Chicago filmfare since I've been here, is its
lack of theatres which handle good, foreign language films . We
get of course, a few of the biggies, but generally speaking there
never has been a wide selection of foreign films to pick up on here
in Chicago. Most of the theatre owners claim its because Chicago
does not patronize the foreign films, preferring instead the English speaking films . Well perhaps. But I'm not sure that's true.
I believe there is a large film-going audience in Chicago, who
given some intelligent selection to choose from, would attend
foreign language films regularly. The Japanese Film Festival
presents a good opportunity to find out if that is true, so I hope
you caught at least a couple of these fine films - it might encourage a few people to bring in more foreign films :.... and you
might enjoy the flicks.

THRUSAT.,
OCT.17th

Psychology Students need subiects for
experiment: Interested, call Gene Rinaldi
378-9088 after 8 P.M.
The notorious Chicago Alice's Restaurant is reopening at 950 W.
Wrightwood. Food, poetry, music, theatre, political bull and generally good times are to be found there. Check your local rag for things
happening. We need people and ideas for community projects. I
interested stop by or call 528-4250.

It' s one of those weeks when it' s difficult to find something of
real interest to review. Most everything, it seems, has been reviewed and commented on to death, or hasn't opened to the general public as yet.

There are some interesting films about to open in Chicago in
the near future, many of which will be reviewed here at a later
date . Most noteable among these films is "Five Easy Pieces", the
new Jack Nicholson release. After having seen it recently, I
predict that it will be one of the important films of the year, and
should lend even more credence to the acting abiliyt of Jack
Nicholson. Also opening this Friday, is "Monte Walsh" , a somewhat long-awaited western with Lee Marvin and Jeanne Moreau . This also could prove to be an interesting film.
And, another fine film, this one a comedy entitled "Lovers and
Other Strangers'', which has had little advance publicity, will
be opening toward the end of the month. Cy Howard, the neophyte director of this film, is an opinionated man with vast experience in comedy writing, both for the stage, and for t.v., most
recently having been the head writer for the Smothers Brothers
when their show was good, _not the failure that it was ttiis summer.
I had the pleasure of meeting with Cy Howard when he was
in Chicago recently, and among other things he told me that the
studio was counting on his film to make it big by word-or-mouth,
which seems to indicate that they have a lot of confidence in it.
•
It will probably have to make it this way if it's going to, because most everybody thinks it's one of those foreign language
film!j when they hear the title, ana you know how audiences
(especially Chicago audiences), feel about those foreign films .

*******

TONG'S T.E A GARDEN
3411 W. BRYN MAWR

GRANlrOPENING OF OUR NEW DIN,ING.ROOM

Alice's is open overy day except Monday.

AIR CONDITIONED
AMERICAN AND

Tues. Speakers and poetry alternate Tues.
Wed. Live theatre
Thurs. Jam nights
Fri and Sat nights well known bands with movies
Sat. aft. free kids show 2 :00 p.m.

Oct. 9 and 10
Oct. t6and 17

Hound Dog Taylor with Lefty Diz
John Little John with Jim,my.
Rogers
Oct. 23
Corky Siegel - Happy Year Band
with Jim Schwall
Oct. 24
Wilderness Road
Oct. 30 and 31 Howlin' Wolf and Blind Jim Brewer.

====~:z==~~====.

t;;.,;.;....:.:...:...--------..---------------~~••w•~-T~YV

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOU RS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM.
Now serving student lunches all day
~-~~~ ~·

--

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
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J. Edgar Hoover's
open letter to students
In this open letter to college students FBI Director]. Edgar Hoover pinpoints eight ploys he says
are used by radical extremists in
their efforts to steer justifiable
campus protest into violent and
destructive channels. This letter
was written for United Press International.

WASHINGTON-As a 1970
coUege student, you belong to the
bes t educated, most sophisticated,
mo st poised generation in our his~ory.
The vast.majority of you, I am
convinced, sincerely love America
and want to make it a better country .
You do have ideas of your
own-and that's good . You see
things wrong in our society which
we adults perhaps have minimized
or overlooked. You are outspoken
a nd frank and hate hypocrisy. That
is good, too .
There's nothing wrong with student dissent or student demands
for changes in society or the display of student unhappiness over
aspects of our national policy. Student opinion is a legitimate aspect
of public opinion in our society.
But there is real gound for concern about the extremism which
led to violence, lawlessness and
disrespect for the rights of others
on m1lny college campuses during
the past year.
The extremists are a small minority of students and faculty
members who have lost faith in
America. They ridicule the flag,
poke fun at American institutions,
seek to destroy our society. They
are not interested in genuine reform. They take advantage of_the
tensions, strife and often legitimate
fru ~trations of students to promote
campus chaos. They have no rational, intelligent plan of the future
either for the university or the nation.
The extremists are of wide variety: adherents of the Students for a
Democratic Society including the
Weathermen, members of the
Young Socialist alliance, the
Troskyist Youth Group and the
Communist Party's Young Workers Liberation League. Or they
may be associated with Student
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam, a Trotskyist-dominated anti-war group.

Many are not associated with character, determiQation and sacriany national group. The key point fice which are working to correct
is not so much the identification of these flaws .
extremists but learning to recog(5) They'll encourag~ you to disnize the mentality of extremism respect the laws and hate the
which believ~s in violence and de- law-enforcing officer. Most college
struction.
students have good friends who
Based on our experience in the are police officers. You know that
.FBI, here are some of the ways in when extremists call the police
which extremists will try to lure "pigs" they are wrong.
you into their activities:
(6) They'll tell you that any ac(1) They'll encourage you to tion is honorable and right if it's
lose respect for your parents and "sincere" or "idealistic" in motithe older generation. This will be vation. Here. is one of the most
one of their first attacks, trying to seductive of New Left apcut you off from home. You 'II hear peals - that if an arsonist's or anmuch about the "failures" and archist's heart is in the right place,
"hypocrisy" of your parents and if he feels he is doing something for
their friends . The older generation "humanity" or a "higher cause,"
has made mistakes. But-your then his act, even if illegal, is justiparents and millions of other fiable .
adults worked hard, built, sacriRemember that acts have conficed and suffered to make Amer- sequences. The alleged sincerity of
ica what it is today. It is their the perpetrator does not absolve
country too. You may disagree him from responsibility. His acts
with them, but don't discredit their may affect the rights, lives and
contributions
property of others.
(2) They'll try to convert you to
(7) They:11 ask you to bel_ieve
the idea that your college is "ir- ·· that you, as a student and citizen,
relevant" and a "tool of the estab- are powerless by democratic
lishment." The attack against the means to effect change in our
college administration often is bit- society. Remember the books on
ter, arrogant and unreasoning.
. American history you have read.
(3) They'll ask you to abandon They tell the story of the creative
your basic common sense. _self-renewal of this nation through
Campus extremism thrives on change. Public opinion time after
specious generalizations, wild ac- time has brought new policies,
cusations and unverified allega- goals and methods. The individual
tions. Complex issues of state are is not helpless or caught in "buwrapped in slogans and cliches. reaucracy" as these extremists
Dogmatic statements are issued as claim.
if they were the final truth . You
(8) They'll encourage you ~to
should carefully examine the facts. hurl bricks and stones instead of
Don' t blindly follow courses of ac- logical argument at those who distion suggested by extremists. agree with your views . I remember
Don't get involved in a cause just an old saying : "He who strikes the
because it seems "fashionable" or first blow has run out of ideas."
the "thing to do." Rational dis- Violence is as ancient as the cave
cussion and rational analysis are man; as up-to-date as the Weathneeded more than ever before.
erman. Death and injury, fear, dis(4) They'll try to envelop you in trust, animosity, polarization,
a mood of negativism, pessimism counterviolence-these arise from
and allienation toward yourself, violence. The very use of violence
your school, your nation. This is shows the paucity of rational
one of the most insidious of New thought in the SOS, its inability to
Left posions . SOS and its allies come up with any intelligent critijudge America exclusively from its que of our society.
flaws. They see nothing good,
Personally, I don't think the outpositive and constructive. This look for campus unrest this year is
leads to a philosophy of bi.t terness, as . bleak as some prophets of pesdefeatism and rancor. I would like simism proclaim. The situation at
you to know your country more some colleges is serious, but cerintimately. I would want you to tainly not ~opeless.
look for the deeper unifying forces ·
in America, the moods of national
· ·By J. Edgar Hoover

,A lot of times, life doesn' t seem so hot. There are traffic jams, flunked
courses, arguments, wars, parents, cinders in the eye, head colds, child~
ren, wrong numbers, flat tires, rat races, traffic tickets, lung cancer,
fires, flooded basements, cafeteria lines, houseflies, brothers and sisters, CT A fare hikes, lies from firends, politicians, draft boards, runs
in stockings, asthma, power failures, no teaching jobs open, tax raises,
broken arms, no money, three odd socks, snci"Wstorms, no cigarettes,
funerals, guy on shoes, misplaced glasses, weddings, overdue library
books, term papers, TV programs, days above ninety, no parking spaces,
lost jobs, cigar smokers, lost contact lenses, nuclear bombs, burglars,
petty people, days below zero, bomb factories, pollution, responsibilities, clothes to wash, bills, forgotton appointments, thoughtless remarks, broken dates, dead ends, nervous breakdowns, icy streets, paper
cuts, athletes foot, mosquitos, crowded buses, .hiccups, heart attacks,
noisy jets, phonies, hangovers, rumors, accidents, toothaches, sneezes,
broken shoelaces, jobs, rainy days, liars, and Ii.Imps in the mashed potatoes.
Sometimes it looks like the only kicks life offers are in the seat of the
pants. A friend of mine, a sixty-year-old woman, could barely see for
the last twenty years. She recently had a series of operations, and her
eyesight was nearly restored. She enjoyed looking at flowers again"
reading books, and visiting with friends. In July she told me that she
only hopec;:1 she could live ten more years, because she wanted to do a
lot of things. She died a month later, of cancer:
Janis Joplin recently told reporters what she wanted out of life. "To
be stoned staying happy and having a good time. I'm doing ju.s t what I
want with my life, enjoying it."
Miss Joplin and Jimi Hendrix died looking for kicks. They might have
underestimated life, and missed something. The Ultimate Kick is life
itself - day by day ...:. which might seem like a very dull, unhip trip to
take.

Jean
Scene
5 Min. from
NISC
thousands of ieans
tops to match

NORTHEAS·TERN SPECIAL f

You don't have to be
a hustler to play pool.

Preseot this . coupon·
and play ,for 1/1.. o.f f
the hourly rate.
~

~
~
~

Miss Cue
3305 N. Ashland
24 TABLES

Little English
5658 W . . · Diversey
18 TABLES

OFFER EXPIRES : ·12-20-70

~,,,,,,,,,,s,~~s~s~~s~s~s~~~_
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Clothes for guys
Clothes For gals
headbands-watchbands

. Gas pains
relieved at

.JEAN SCENE

GLENLAKE

/ 3304 W. Foster

VOLKSWAGEN
603S N. BROADWAY
Open Eves .
Closed Sun . ~
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Health Service
First-aid to students, accident reporting and health counseling
are a few of the primary functions of Health Services. Other
dutie s involve employee physical examination s and ho spital
vi sits to confined students, ·along with continual paper work,
suc h as athlete' s insurance claims and health stati stic reports. ·
The Health Service operates under the State Licensure Law .
Thi s is becau se Northeastern doe s not have a campus physicia n,
and according to the Licensure Law, a nurse ca n only administer
treatment on a first-a id level to an accident case. A nurse is not
permitted , or trained , to diagnose a case. Thi s is the only state
la w that attempt s to designate what a campus health service is
permitted to do .
Colleges that have residence hall s mu st provide medical care
for their students. For this reason these campuses employ full time physicians. These medical facilities include an infirmary
for students, and the prescription of medicine. A commuter college that lacks these facilities has no real need for a physician,
as students have their own private doctors. However, the point
was mentioned that as the enroll ment increases to I 0,000- 12,000
students, a competent physician may be added to the staff for
the purpose of medical counseling.
An important issue on many college campuses now is the/distribution of birth-control pills. T his is now done at a good numMiss Marion Etten, Health Service Coordinator.
- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -- ----.ber of larger universities across the country. P rint asked Miss
·Marion Etten, coordinator of Northeastern's H ealth Service, for
her comments. The following is a su mmary of her statement.
" Birth control p ills are no t a n over-the-counte r medication,
but are prescription d rugs. These pills cannot be give n to any
The Free Film Series, shown on Tuesday nights, has a night of
" bad taste" entertainment lined up for November 24. As if "Ma
woman without a compl ete physical examination, due to -the danand Pa Kettle in Wa ikik i" wasn't bad enough for one night, Chubger of blood clots, a nd o ther side effects. La rger universities
by Che cker w ill show everybody the latest dance craze in the 1961
have a full-ti me physician, or e ven a medical staff, and therefore
re lease "Twist Around the Clock ."
can provide this serv ice. H owe ve r, N ortheaste rn has no p hysiTwo short subjects, "Thrillmakers" and "Wrestling Follies,"
cian at thi s time, a nd since a nurse, is not allowed , by law, to
will also be shown .
prescribe med ication, we cannot ha ve suc h a serv ice at this time.
A new feature for the Free Film Series will also debut that
It simply cannot be considered until we have a physician o n camnight, in between shows - a novelty show of live entertainment.
pus."
So far, a juggling tea m, a magician, and a dean of students. who
At this time our· health service center is only capable of dealdoes bird calls have volunteered their services. Many more su ch
ing with first-aid cases, along with the usual influ x of headache
talented people are needed for this memorable extravaganza .
and indigestion patients. Until the expansion of Northeastern,
If you are a ventriloquist, or can play "Swanee River'' on your
knees with spoons, or if you' re a reai swell kazoo player, contact
health counseling by a physician who will treat students, will reGene Corey, or leave you r name, phone number, and talent are a
main a remote po ssibility .

Fall Free Film Series

the
PRINT
wants
writers
check us

0

out

E-214

in an envelope in the Print office E-214,· a bove North Dining Hall,
marked "novelty show."
,
Who said vaudeville was dead?

Oct. 13

Bridge on the River Kwai;
W illiam Holden & Alex Guiness

Oct. 20
Me, Natalie
Patty Duke

Oct. 27
Comedy of Terrors;
Boris Karloff; Vincent Price ; Peter Lorre

Nov. 3

In the Heat of the Night;
Sidney Poitier & Rod Steiger

Nov. 10
Dr. Strangelove;
Peter Sellers

Nov. 17

The Pawnbroker;
Rod Steiger

r

NORTHEASTERN RIDES
The PRINT staff is happy to hear about students who have
their Northeastern Rides cards taped ·to notebooks and clipboards. And we're happy to see cards clipped to visors in
the parking lot. And we have mini-peak experiences whenwe
hear of people who _really try out the plan, and use it to.,eet
to school .
If Northeastern Rides turns out to be mildly successful, we'd
like to set up a Transportation Center. This would try to establish communication between students who live in suburbs
and need rides, and students who drive in from the suburbs
who could accept riders. It could also catalogue people who
need rides or riders to different cities during vacation periods.
The Print would also wildly appreciate any suggestions you
have about Northeastern Rides, or our proposed Transportation Center. And if anyone still needs a ride card, there's
a supply in the Print office, above the North dining hall.

Nov.24
Bad Taste Night;
Ma & Pa Ke ttle in Wa i ki ki;
· Twist around the Clock; 2 shorts ;
Plus: Live Enterta inment

,

. Dec. 1

Tobacco Road ; Dana Andrews & Gene Tierney

Dec.8
• The Great Race ; Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon

Maine South Alumni!!
Annual Alumni Breakfast on ·
Homecoming Day

Dec. 15
Green Berets; John Wayne & David Janssen

October 17, 1970
Sponsored by Pep Club
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_Linguistic club
meets
by Lynda Immergluck

Dr. J.S. Martindale, advisor to the
Parapsych Institute.

On September 22 the first meeting of the fall 1970 trimester Linguistics Club was held. Under the
leadership of Dr. Audrey L. Reynolds (L for language), the club's
membership soared to standing
room only . As the crowd assembled, assorted plans were discussed for further consideration.
Among the outstanding ideas was
to annex the Linguistics department from the rest of the school
and have a building of its own.
This was discouraged, however,
when it was brought up that English majors would be allowed into
the proposed building because of
the anti-discrimination laws .
Future hopes of the linguistics
Club include: presenting the importance of a Linguistic background in Language Arts; offering
lectures and important programs
centered around the subject of
Linguistics; and getting more undergraduates aware of the importance <1f Linguistics courses.
Meetings are scheduled for Tuesday afternoons at I :00 p.m. on announced dates. All students interested in involvement amongst indi-

Banky Buchole talks on Voodoo and
the Black Magic Arts

Parapsychology study group expands
A great deal of interest in Parapsychology is being shown by a
number of major universities and
colleges. Classes are being started
which deal with various aspects of
psychic phenomena. A trend
which is not lij.ely to be reversed,
for as man seeks more answers to
the unexplained aspects of psychic
phenomena, classroom teaching
will provide the most comprehensive and intellectual approach
in a disciplined environment.
Major univ e r s ities like
_U.C .L.A., Duke University, and
the University · of Connecticut
have instituted classes ranging
from "Mythology and Occultism"
to "Introduction to Parapsychology: From Magic to Science." And a number of other
schools have instituted research in
the psychic fields . Also special

schools such as the New _YorkCity's New School for Social Research, which have started an entire block of study in Parapsychology.
Here at N.I.S.C., the growing
· interest in the field encouraged
Chris Velissaris and Randy Brill to
see what they could do in starting a
study group on campus. For assistance in developing a study group
they sought out Dr. J. "Stan"
Martindale Association Professor
of Psychology, and his aide Joseph
Troiani, both of whom are working
with the Experimental Program.
It was not long afterwards that
signs were around school announcing "Do you believe in
Ghosts and other Psychic Phenomena?" This was the start of the
first parapsychology study group
under the direction of the students'

interest, and advised by Dr. Martindale, who related his knowledge
iri the occult. The study groups
broke down in groups of fives,
(Gestalt Groups), and each group
explored their own interest, dealing with the areas of ESP, seances,
poltergeist, witchcraft, eastern religions, thoughtography, and the
actual investigation of "haunted
houses. " Aside from the formal
meetings on Tuesday and Thursday at I P.M ., they were meeting
informally on weekends and on
week nights. At the time without
any funds, a number of speakers
were brought in to talk on the subjects of ESP and Voodoo, the
Black Art.
A correspondance was set up
with a number of professors at other universities who are engaged in
psychic research, and material on

their research is being collected
here along with students own investigation data. A library containing this research data along with
'books on the subject is being set
up.

viduais and love language, literature, lolly-gagging, and alliteration are urged to attend . In Linguistics, it's not what you say that
kounts but the person who is counting!

S.M.C. meets
by Leslie Mermall

The development of the Para- The Student Mobilization Comsyhology study group was helped mi ttee of NISC held its second
along when it was cited a club. meeting September 29th at I :00
Thus funds were allocated to bring p.m. in A I 18.
in additional speakers this fall. Stu- Bob Kissinger presented the
dents now may also receive credit agenda of the meeting which inif they wish to do extensive work. eluded ; endorsement of the OctoThis credit would come from the ber 31st demonstrations, group exExperimental Program in the field pansion, local action, fund raising,
of psychology . The Para- andpublicity.
psychology, institute or club, will Nationally, the Student Mobilizabe meeting on Tues. at lp .m . in tion Committee will sponsor and
Bl 14 ~nd Thu~s. in D-104'. ~nd build the demonstrations by setposted mformat1on on the actJv1tes · ting up regional coalitions. The
will be on the Experimental Pro- motion against war will be built up
grams Bulletin Board outside . on campuses and other sectors of
D-104.
the ·p opulation . The immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. troops
from Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam is the proposed result of the
Saturday demonstrations.

"REMEMBER 'PSYCHO'?
There are scenes with that kind of impact!

Worth seeing!"

SINEY IUZIEI
PRfSENIS

Thee

WithThe

at the

DIFFERENT CIRCLE
3401 W. LAWRENCE, CHGO.
co 7-0220
4935 W. OAKTON, SKOKIE
677-1381

ird
Crystal

Piumage
Definitelyin The HltchcCM:k Tradition.

TONY MUSANTE SUZY KENDALL in"THE BIRD WITH THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE"w,1h EVA RENZI
Written & Directed by Dario Argento
Distributed by UMC PICTURES.~
Produced by Salvatore Argento · Color AOtv,s,on ol UIIMRSAI. IWIIOll COIIPORATKIN . . . . • . .
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Warren Sandler

Unless you are really into Woody Allen, or unless you are somewhere
and somewhat on the same thing he is on forget about this play. If you
don't know Woody Allen, or you might not have heard where he is lately
(mind wise), I unfortunately suggest you see this play. But again I
recommend that if you have seen any of Woody Allens former productions (Whats New Pussycat, Take The Money And Run), bring along an
airlines vomit bag or have some stomach and brain doctor nearby to
administer first aid, because you will surely need it at the conclusion of
this sick, dumb, and stupid sex dialogue of a play. To really get at the
totalness (or should I say nothingness) of this play ' it would only be
proper to look at it through a review of the play, playwright, and the
actors themselves.

Page out of the Past

January 21, 1970

e6

BYRON, GREENBERG SICK OF CAFETERIA FOOD, TELL PRINT

''THE FOOD STINKS!''

s ·i nce this is a play (? ? ?) concerning sex, little plot or theme is
required for it to become presentable. The story centers around Allan
Felix (Red Buttons) whose wife has just left him, and he believes the
cause was sexual unadequacy . He is constantly thrown back ,in time
through carefully enacted flashbacks . With the use of a come-to-life
conscience in the form of his idol, Humphrey Bogart , he successfully
enables himself to carry on a complete sexual act with his best friends
wife. That, Theatre patrons, is the whole story. The story resembles a
vague dream that Mr. Allen must have had which turned into a nightmare. If you can find any major theme in that after seeing this play, I
suggest you write it down, a!ld send it to Woody Allen, because he
probably doesn't know what he was trying to say in this mass of drivvle
for a play.
Mr. Allen uses the tech"niques that if you put enough pins in front of a
ball it certainly will hit at least a few. This same parallel applies to his use
of humor. From the rise of the curtain Act I to the play's finish , _you are
constantly met with a barrage of single biting punch lines, well over half
of them concerning sex. Please don't misunderstand me . I like humor
about sex, but almost two hours of it coming at you in rapid succession
can really become a bore.
_
Not only was the humor in a deluge of rain, it was directed to a certain
sex . If I were a woman, with any halfway convictions about being one, I
would not have sat through thi s play. His humor constantly mocks,
degra~es, and thoroughly puts down women to a pitifully low level, that
of which to be used only for sexual conquests and organic biological
plea~ures. Every one (a total of eight) of the female participants were
considerably shapely and were obviously intended to carry this primitive
outlook about women to the audience.
It is an unfortunate situation that I write about the female lead role
opposite Red Buttons because I could not find one note of praise that can
be made of her performance. Other than her appealing figure, she has no
dram~tic qualities that can be said on her behalf. She was a major
contnbutor to the shallowness, poor timing, bad voice projection, and
sl~ppy amateur movem~nts on stage. She made six enterances during
this two act play each time wearing a different Paris fashion creation.
Her future in the professional theatre is limited only to how much she
can't wear on stage and how much sexual impact she can project on the
audience . The proper avenues of her ambitions should be directed to X
rated skin flicks or a part in ''.Oh! Calcutta."
Red Buttons is the only worthwhile mention that this play can get. He
is the keel of a ship, holding this show together and enabling it to finish
on a proper a·micable tone . At times he occasionaly speaks too fast, but
he is truly a m~ster of dialogue and stage techniques . His movement in
slapstick comedy were timed perfectly as well as his interaction amongst
the other actors on stage. If a joke can be played out for all its worth, Mr.
Buttons does it superbly. When he adds his own style of face and comic
walk to Mr. Allen's redundant humor, it seems to become a little more
digestible to the audience .
Scenery was extremely realistic. If you're interested in interior designing of what an apartment of a middle aged writer living in New York City
should look like, seeing the show for that reason alone would make it
worthwhile. Enterances and exits were interesting because of the uncon- ·
ventional places where they were located.
This play is terrible, sick, childish, over stylized, and repetitive. At
convenient places around NISC there are discount coupons being offered to the students that allow a moderate rate off the orchestra, first,
and second balcony seats. In my opinion it would not be a bargain even if
they let you in free .
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GREENBERG

President Greenberg and Administrative Associate Jay Byro n released the following state m ent last week regarding the
quality of our cafeteria f ood.

Everyone keeps telling us how lousy the food in "the cafeteria is, but every day they're right back in line buying more.
We agree that the food stinks and as of today, we refuse to eat
anything from the cafeteria until a change is made . We're sic k
of eating those small burnt cheeseburgers with cheese on only
half the burger, between two pieces of cold buns made forburgers twice 'the size of those in our cafeteria. We're sick of
what is called barbecued beef and looks and tastes like cheap
unflavored barbecue sauce on leftover heef.
We 're sick of that liquid Jello for orange drinks, and warm
milk,. and warm salads. and warm cottage cheese and warm
juice. We're sick of crumbly pie that looks like it came out of a
garbage can. We're tired of biting into a hard roll ·that is too

hard. We 're sick of portions that are children' s portions and
then to see the lunch leftovers served at dinner time . We're
sick of 7 oz. cokes for a dime and 12 oz. cokes for I Sc when
we can get a 9 oz coke for a dime in the vending machine .
We're sick of the nauseating and unsanitary cond iment table
w_hich is never cleaned , let alone have any condiments left.
Above all, we're sic k and tired of the lack of cons ideration
and cooperation of the cafeteria manager who never has a kind
word for anyone, let alone a smile. If this 1>erson doesn't like
us and is not concerned, then, why doesn't this person work
somewhere else. Now that you know how sick amt tired we
are, let us ask you, ·"HOW SICK . AND TIRED ARE
YOU?" If you have a complaint, let someone know about it!
Jay P. Byron and
C harles Greenberg

-THE FLIP SIDE

3314 W. Foster
Chicago
478-1 ,4 90
(Between Kedzie & Kimball)

732 Elm St.
Winnetka
446-7343
(Underground at the Fell Mall)

Flip Side price

LP's
Tapes

List Price

$319
$495

plus weekly specials at $2 69 each!

Panasonic & Electrophonic
Equipment
Craig and Motorola Auto Units
TICKETRON Tickets to All

Chicago store open 'til 9: p.m. Mon-Thurs, 5:30 Fri & Sat.
Winnetka sotre 'til 9:p.m. Mon & Thurs, 5:30 Tues., Wed., Fri., & Sat.

3312 \,Vest B

-'> .·

,~-

Maior Chicago - Area Events Now
Available at Flip Side by Ticketron
Electronic Ticket Office

..

Wholesale
Discon
Prices
-Repairin

~/

,. ' . l-~~

the Flip Side
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Newman Club

NO EXIT _HUIS CLOS·

• • •
resumes activities
They say there's something for
everyone at the Newman Club,
and as far as I can tell, whoever
said that was absolutely correct. I
put off going there for a week,
probably because I didn't know
what to expect, although I made
other excuses. Finally, knowing
that it just couldn't be put off any
longer, because the story had to be
in, I \.'lalked into a dark-brown
brick home at 5450 Kimball, and
poked my head into a comfortable-looking living room where
someone immediately said "Hi!".
It's all very informal-homey, call it
what you wish. People walk in or
out, ·p ractice recorders in the basement Coffee Cove, talk and listen
to records in the living room, or
study upstairs in the study den. Or,
if you feel inclined, you can go
there and not do anything. It's not
a forbidding place: no one will drag
you into a deep conversation about
. ethics if you'd rather be
Jight-hearted. But don't get me
wrong, the Newman Club does
have its activities. Their weekly
schedule runs something like this:
On Mondays, from 7 :30 until
9:30 p.m., there's a - sensitivity-training workshop. Tuesdays at 1:00 there are meetings for
the officers, committee members
and all regular members. At 7:30
p ~m. the club holds instruction for
non-Catholics. On alternate Fridays (Oct. 16, 30, Nov. 13, 27,

Warren Sandler

etc.) it's "special events" nights,
which could mean anything from a
movie to a guest speaker. However, it's Saturday night that looks
.the best of all -At 8:00 p.m. in the
Coffee Cove there's a program of
folk singers. Also at 11 :00 p .m.,
they hold a folk mass for whoever
wants to attend .
Other activities such as seminars and social outings pop up as ,
they are wanted or needed. The
only drawback to the Newman
Club is that so few people know
about it, and I guess that's sad,
because it deserves to be known
abo.ut. I don't think I could really
call it a "Catholic" organization,
because they don't pull people in
and try to convert them, and they
certainly don't restrict the entrances to people of the Catholic
faith. In fact, they encourage everybody to go there, if for no other
reason than to just have a good
time .
I was told that the Club is open
every day from 9:00 a.m., but they
never told me what time it closed,
and I have the feeling that they
don't close until everybody's d~cided to go. They have a flyer
around NISC that says "drop in
during one of your long breaks on
a school day. Bring your friends
and make yourself at home!
You're always welcome." What
can I add except that it's true?

Job opportunities for
undergad psy majors
by Linda Immergluck

Students consconsidering a psychology major with the thought of
seeking full-time employment after
earning their B.A. may be interested in a recent Duke University
study that was devised by a Duke
faculty member. In the form of a
questionnaire, it gave details of the
undergraduate curriculum in psychology, explained why the study
was being carried out and stressed
the fact that undergraduate training did not prepare a person for
professional work in psychology.
Through response analysis,
Psych majors qualified for consideration in all types of
non-technical positions. Such jobs
are in Sales, P roduction, Advertis-

ing, Purchasing,, _P ersonnel Administration, and public Relations.
In short, the Psychology major
should remember that the subject
does not prepare him for a particular position but may aid him along
with an academic background of
English, Mathematics, Economics,
and statistics. Employers str~ssed
, a well rounded · education for all
Liberal Arts graduates; they look
for those who have excelled in
school, .:_who have participated in
extracurricular activities, and who
have displayed initiative and responsibility.

If your interested in finding out where your going after the last breath
leaves your gut, and also you might think that your soul will be taking the
elevator •DOWN instead of up, I recommend that you see Jean Paul
Sarte's NO EXIT. It is now playing at the Playhouse Theatre which is
located one block west of Wells on North Ave. in Old Town . Most of
you have read the play and I'm sure you would like to see its enactment,
and I therefore recommend that you see this particular show .
Four characters are involved in this highly impressive existential plot
that takes place in a parlor room of Hell. Three characters unfold, in this
hour and ·a half show, integrated patterns of hate, jealousy, fear, cowardice, sexual inadequacy, and sexual deviation.
Death is what draws them together, and the reasons why each one died
is artistically portrayed in this highly complex drama of character clash.
Garcin (Mike Mecaskey) shows a good degree of polish in this long
running production. His voice is booming in shock, and soft in discretion.
Inez (Penny Holobaugh) and Estelle (Francesca Renard) left me with a
feeling of confidence in their future as professional actresses. They both
responded with good timing'and ·excellent voice pitch in their respective
roles.
All of these characters are performing the Act of Hell .'The inadequacy
or reason for them being there is the only congruent factor that holds
these three dead people together. Each one of them becomes each other
torturers, and through pitted, adverse dialogue, they disclose the ultimate
reason or cause for each oncl. death.
The theatre is in itself very interesting .. I would classify it as a peoples
or community theatre, where there is no ridiculous division of seating
predicated on distance or height from the proscinium(stage). The theatre
is narrow, seating only eight across, but compensates its lack of width by
being somewhat deep. The advantage of being narrow is extremely
helpful to the actors on assisting them with the projection of their voices.
An interesting example of this occured during the show .
The staging that Garcin did was quite different than the usual. lnsfead
of being downstage center, talking to the audience, he was upstage
center, with his back towards the audience. The position that he assumed
throughout the greater part of the play would have made his voice next to
impossible to hear in a conventional theatre. But due to this theatres
small width, the voice just traveled along the walls reaching me with
clairty and proper volume.
The company that is putting on this play formed over a year ago from
the Chicago City Players. It is now called the Theatre of Phynance,
under the direction of Yuri Rasovsky. Two of Mr. Rasovsky's aims are
to improve precision along with technique, and to present _primarily
European and American plays that would not normally be shown here.
His next production perhaps will be " The Tower" by Peter Weiss. Three
English translations (one unpublished) have been made of this play. The
director has made his own translation in order to get as close to the
original as possible. According to box office receipts, 80 percent of the
audience have been students. His show offers a dollar discount off the
normal $3.00 admission charge upon presentation of your student I.D.
card.
I recommend this show be seen because it is imaginative in staging,
presented in an unconventional style of theatre, integrated, mind bending
plot, and a good level of interaction between actors and audience .

Biology Club Outing
• The NISC Biology Club is having a day long hike and outing on
Sunday, October 11 , at Starved
Rock State Park, Illinois which is
open to all students and faculty free ·
of charge .

,·IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER•s LICENS~

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pitche, of Beet. If .75

APPLY NOW

LIGHT OR DARK

DRIVE A YELLOW

Ca•ual and Co:sy

ROARING.FIREPLACE

Just tele~one .· CA 5-6692 or
Apply in person at 120 E. 18th $t.

BARBECUE RIBS
To-there or toke out

.EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE ~ILY
;

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.

7cloysaw-k
AMPLE FREE PARKING

I

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells

Cars and riders will meet outside
the "B" wing at 9:00 a .m. Bring a
lunch. If you are interested, please
sign up on the sheet posted on the
bulletin board between 133 & 135.

MALE .Q R FEMALE

N,ow TWO Locations - - NORTH & OLD TOWN.

l'ITCHERS OF BEER
COMl'UMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Pricas
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

664-2393

- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

POCO,
LIIIN&STON TAYLORPM

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10---3:30
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

611110 FUii
IAILIOAD

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

LEDi RUSSELL

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

TRAFFIC

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

ROD STEIAIT I
SMALL FACES

FRI DAY

NOVEMBER 13--8:00 PM
SYNDROME

An EnnIn1 lllh
DICI Bl■DI

featuring live recordln1
stars In person1,. lncludlnc

CHUCK BtRRY,
JOHN LEE HOOKER,
BARY U.S. BONDS,
BO-DIDDLY

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13--8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

JONI IEBAITID

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

TEIYEIIIIFlEI

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20-a:OO PM
SYNDROME

FIBI ZAPPA I TIIE
IIOTHE■ OF lffllTIOI

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21---8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

IIIOIEY ■BIIS81
I THE IIIIACLEI

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22-7:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

Students interested in further information may stop at the Placement Office for various brochures
and pamphlets .

Bratvvurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broiled Items

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

.

DRIVE A YELLOW
Short or full shift adjusted to
your sch~I schedule.

DAY. NIGHT or WEEKENDS
Work f~om garage "ear home or school.

CHICA80

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 26
7:00 & 10:30 PM-AUDITORIUM

Each event at the Auditorium Theatre will
feature two attractions, and each event at •
the Syndrome will feature three attractions.
These additional attractions will be Included
In future advertising.
All attractions at the Auditorium Theatre
are $6.50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50. Tickets are
now avallable at the Auditorium Theatre Box
Office, all Chicagoland Montgomery Ward
stores, Flip Side Records at 3314 W. Foster,
Chlcqo and 732 Elm Street, Winnetka, and
all other Tlcketron outlets.
The Syndrome Is located in the Chica10
Coliseum at 15th & Wabash. Tickets are
$5.00 1eneral admission and avallable at
your neighborhood Ticket Dealer. Ticket
Dealer locations are: Flip Side Records, 3314
W. Foster, Chicago; Flip Side Records, 732
Elm Street, Winnetka ; Grammaphone, 2663
N. Clark St., Chicago; Midwest Stereo, 1445
W. Morse, Chicago ; Yorktown. 144 YorKtown,
Lombard; One Octave Higher, 1730 Orrlnston,
Evanston; J & J Records, Racine, Wisconsin;
One Octave Lower, 1525 N. Wells, Chicago;
One Octave Lower, 175 W. Washington, Chicago; One Octave Lower, Buffalo Grove ; and
Music & Books at the Ford City Shopping
Center.

WATCH
,.
ELEVEN
FORTY
FIVE
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it's iust beginning
come and help
·your store grow. . .
E45 by the billiards

room
mon.-fri. 8:30-3:30
school·supplies and
used books

ERE

The Friends of Distinction appear October 14 in
NISC Auditorium; 8 P.M .. Next evening concert is
November 19, Les Balletes Africanes. T ickets avail-

able November 9 & 10, from 9 - 12 in the morning,
& 5 8 in the evening.

· OUBL

S&H
free

classifieds

WJth ANY GAS .Purchase
ANY DAY of- the Week ·
'
1

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W

PEHRSON (PETERSON 8. PULASKI)

I
,

I can lick J(?yce Harjou any day.

Orv Goke i,s a liberal.

Nad, we m iss you . Pup p and devil. p .s. Don't use

Steve Weis s

"the card anymore.

Our life is d a rk wi t hout t h e lamp

They stole our l amp again!

Dick and Vin, Thanks a lot for another great
marathon .

Happy Birthday, Anne Bird! (Oct. 5) l ~ years old
& still flying,

KEEP

Goy
YOUR

ma xi-length
gid o -skin.

pave Green stinks.
W ho offed out lamp t h is time

TIGER
coot

W AR M ,

mode of

Buy

genuine

him

a

PRINT punishes lamp steelers

please ~~gn~ up?
.

.

.

• WHEEl ALIGNMENT
• EX.HAU ST .SYTEMS
• HANDWASH
·• TIRES BAfff:RIES

Bob

Regg

Glo

Vance

Eat in the cafeteria .

The Corn Cellar Coffee House, 5450 N . Kimball,
is open every Sat. 8 - 11 p.m. Stop in - ' enjoy

1963 VW FOR SALE $400-GOOD CONDITION

you rself!

call Yvonne at 583 -7074 between 9:00-10:00

Shirley Rouner's mother reods the PRINT every
week.

p.m.

Linda Curtiss

FOR SALE! The clean~st 1965 G TO this side of
the Mi ssissi ppi (or one of them, anyway)! It' s a
burgundy 2-dr. hard to p with white interior,
chrome, reversed wheels on ra dial tire s, in
beautiful condi tion. It's got a 389 engine with 4
bbl., 4-speed, posi troction, etc . Two burglar
alarms, tach, guoges and on astounding number of extras. Many ne w ports HELP a po verty-stricken studen t a nd adopt this beautiful
car (fo r a sligh t fee). Asking $1075-. Please call

-

Were you on H .P. Penguin?

Please coll Robin 583-7398'
Needed, some kind hearted soul who is going
anywhere in the vicinity of Elmhurst. I hove a 10
to 2 or 3 day. W ou l dn ' t it be nice to have
someone pay port of go s cost. Please c o ll Leslie
any evening at 279-3021
H ow m uch hos the PRINT Stoff really con tri buted to the rad ic al m ove m ent in Te bet .
Kori

539-5023,

"

W e liked t hat lamp and we will get it b o ck. Or a
reasonab le facsimile

Knickers ore still "in" ask M icki, Chorli, or Mayr
Jone!
Father M c Ginnity is really 100% Polish!

Jim: I om out of flowers - close your window in
case of rain .

That's two lamps in less than four weeks .

Hey Jo Ann: When 's the next " Porty at the
Civic?"
Joyno
Why did the Young Democrats ad ve rtise their
club meeting, and the Young 'Republicans did
not?
Why d id they meet at opposite ends of the
school?
Why was there such o moss tu rn-out of approximately four (4) peop le each?
Northeostern ' s football club did it o~oin ?

Gene Ku be and Conrod Pi tcher ore two of o
kind ... Power Hungry. I wonder why they so dis-like each other?

Jo A nn R. M y heart is just bleeding to see you
again. Remember all I ask of you is o n e hour.
Fro m Germ any with LOVE , Hons S.

ln teested in performing at a coffee house
s·erving N orth eastern students? If so, ca ll

58 3-6 109

Prune a - I Please come ho.me. The raisins all
miss you

JOIN THE PTOMAINSTREAM OF AMERICAN LIFE,

Lamp t hiefs o re low

AUTO AIR CONDITIONING

Only Lynn Stebbins could ho ve her birthday foll
on Sweetest Day!

Lollobri-

Will the real IVAN FYODOROVICH SHPONKA

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
.&, INSTAL~TIONS
.
.
:s.lERVICE .oflil AU. MAKES
·& MODELS & ALL . ..
~ACTORY INS.T ALlED UNl~S

A n d isn' t it too bod thols all you con d o Steve!
Joyce

~

Lynn Stebbins proudly announces the forth com ing marriage of M iss Arlen e H owell to M r. Herschel W agner Smith II. Best wishes for o happy
J.P. Byron - Would you like to be " Pr esident for m arried life and here's hoping that Herschel
o day? '
W agner Smith Ill is as handsome as his dad and
as p atie n t a s his mother.
Steve Weiss , your days are nu m be red, so you'd
Cheehs!!!
bette r make friends wi t h som e one who co n
cou nt.
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NISC Rolls over
Prairie State 44-6
by Dave Gr~en

Th e Northeastern Golden
Eagles steamrolled the Prairie
State Gophers last Saturday with
their biggest point total in their
short history. When the gun (more
correctly the referee's whistle) ended the game the score stood mercifully at 44-6.

Opening kickoff of NISC's 4th straight victory. Below: Attempted T.D. pass from Prairie State's 30 yd. line.

the game and the other came at the
end of the first half which gave the
Eagles a 32-6 lead going into the
clubhouse (or more correctly the
grass ·at one end of the field).
Jim Schmitt teamed up with Dan
Creely for the remaining two·
scores. Quarterback Creely tossed
to end Schmitt for TD passes of 55
and 25 yards.
Where it was an outstanding
game for our side, it had to be a
humiliating loss for the Prairie
State gridders. The final score
could very well have been much
higher than it was. It seemed that
every time the Gophers had the ball
they immediately turned it over to
the Eagles. If it wasn't an interception it was a fumble. In the first
half the NISCers took advantage of
most of the errors and turned them
into scores but the second half saw
the Eagles only capitalize on two ·of
the many Gopher miscues leaving
the final tally of points at 44-6.

After the Gophers pulled ahead
on their first series of downs with a
quick score the Eagles took over
and never looked back. They punched over seven touchdowns and
waltzed to the victory circle . The
keynote to the rout w_as the defense.
It not only scored three ofTD's but
forced Prairie to make mistakes
setting up Northeastern scores.
The first of the defensive tallies
came in the first quarter when a
blocked Gopher punt was pounced
on by Ken Kupczyk. The other two
came on interception runbacks by
Chuck Jenkins and Ken Thulin.
Jenkins picked his off in the second
quarter and ran it back 35 yards
and Thulin grabbed his in the
The Eagles will try to make it
fourth quarter and sprinted 60 five in a row Oct. 17th with a game
yards for the six points.
against Loras College in Dubuque
Lee Humphrey, Dan C reely and Iowa. This promises to be one of
Jim Schmitt were responsible for the toughest games to date for
the other Eagle ~ores. Humphrey North~astern but the Eagles are
ran across the goal line twice in riding high and will be ready for
that tough yardage down by the any opponent.
end zone. He scored the first TD of

New athletic coach

Northeastern 7th in

the country!!
This late sport news bulletin.
Northeastern gridders received
some encouraging news from the
national rating service for Club
Football
teams
around
the
nation. On the basis of their
4-0 rec.ord the service has ranked them seventh in the nation.

Northeastern will have a chance
to move up in the rankings in
their next two games. They play
Loras CJ>llege (ranked fourth)
October 17th and St. Louis University (ranked first) October
25th. Depending on how they do
against these highly considered

teams, NISC could move up .
If they beat Loras in Dubuque, Iowa on the 17th they
conceivably could move up to
the four spot nationally, for their
big game with St. Louis. Il
they beat St. Louis they could
be on their way to the numbe1
one ranking in Club Football.

• On the south side of the gym, ari
energetic young man sits at a desk :
in the office adjacent to the pool. A
flurry of activity always surrounds
Ray Kasper, new physical education instructor and coach of the
cross-country and baseball teams
at NISC.
Although he is only 25, Mr.
Kasper is quite an experienced
coach. While working on his Masters at the U . of I., he was assistant
freshman baseball coach of the
baseball team at the Circle. And ,
he played the outfield as an undergrad at C,hampaign.
.
Right now, Coach Kasper is preparing for the start of the cross
country season . He is quick to admit that he isn't particularly experienced in this field, although he
ran as a prep at Lane Tech . "The
five members on the team have
proven to be helpful," says Mr.
Kasper, "but I've done a lot of
reading on the sport to help my-self."
The first meet of the season was
held on September 25th, and the
team was competing with just two
weeks of work. Mr. Kasper feel s
the runners will be stronger by
midseason, and assures us that the
team will better last year's record .
This young coach, however, is
more involved with baseball. Long
before he actually became a salaried member of the P. E. department, Mr. Kasper was working on
the next season's schedule, as well
as meeting with his players as
coach of the cross-country team
have forced him to suspend any
further work for awhile .
Coach Kasper respects the job
done by former coach, Mr. Hale,
and promises to expand the program he advanced. The players
and their coach have l\greed to es-

tablish a weight-training program
during the off-season to keep in
peak physical condition.
Although he hasn 't seen much of
his team, he knows the condition
,and skills of the team are highest .at
the end of the season . By working
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings throughout the winter, the
ball players can maintain this level.
A fiberglass pitching mound has
been ordered, arid a batting cag~
will be moved in and out of the
upper gym . Special emphasis will
be placed on pitching and hitting
skills, because the coach has a
great deal of time to instruct his
players. "Champions," he says,
"are made in the winter," He sees
himself as a "knowledge buff," but ·
quickly adds," It's not what a
coach knows, but what the players
do" that makes the difference between a winning and losing team .
With five All-Conference players from last season returning,
Coach Kasper is confident the
team will have another successful
season. Because of their record
last year, the varsity will play
many top-notch squads in '71 .
E ven thoi:igh he is busy with two , .
athletic teams plus several Physt- ·
cal Education classes, this likeable
young man has offered his services
as sponsor to the Fencing Club.
He is willing to share the knowledge he acquired while working
with the Circle's fencing team , .
which finished ninth in the NCAA '
Championships last season.
Ray Kasper's goal is to coach a .
National Championship baseball
team. We hope he accomplishes
that aim at Northeastern. But even
if he doesn't, he is sure to be ·an"
asset to the improving and ex-:;,,
panding athletic program at NISC.!

